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KEITH MICHAEL BAKER

PETER HANS REILL

Introduction

It has become increasingly clear in recent years that, for all their dif-
ferences, the many varieties of thinking commonly grouped tOgether
under the rubric of"posonodernism" share at least one salient charac-
teristic: they all depend upon a stereotyped, even caricarural, account
of the Enlightenment. Posrrnoderniry, by definition, requires a "mo-
dernity" to be repudiated and superseded. And the tenets of this mo-
dernity-variously described as rationalism, instrumentalism, scien-
risrn, Jogocenrrism, universalism, abstract rights, eurocentrism, indi-
vidualism, humanism, masculinism, etc. -have invariably been as-
sumed to be postulates of a philosophy of absolute reason identified
with the so-called Enlightenment Project. The aim of this volume is
to explore more critically than usual the now conventional opposition
berween Enlightenment and postmode01ity and to suggest some of
the complications bearing upon it.
The authors of the essays presented in Part I under the rubric,

"Enlighrenrnent or posonodernity," offer some general reflections on
the way in which contemporary discussion characterizes the rwo
movements as radical alternatives. In doing so, David Hollinger de-
fends the epistemological heritage of the Enlightenment as a neces-
sary foundation for the acceptance and implementation of the crucial
liberal values to which it also gave rise. In his judgment, to flirt with
relativism is to put rights at risk. Richard Rorry, by contrast, argues
that it is both possible and necessary to disengage the polincal project
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of the Enlightenment from its outmoded epistemological ~.
What's left of Enlightenment, in his view, is its forward-I<><:>kingaspI-
ration to create a more decent human society through practical acoon,
not its atavistic desire for a non-human authority embedded in such
hypostatizations as "Truth" and "Reason."

Part II, "Critical Confrontations," provides a kind of archeology of
the opposition between Enlightenment and Po tmoderniry by chart-
ing a series of critical engagements carried out by those who have de-
meaned or affirmed Enlightenment values in the course of the twen-
tieth century. German thinkers played a crucial role in forming the
terms of the debate. Jonathan Knudsen traces the first major critique
of Enlightenment made by German historicists from the beginning of
the nineteenth century, a critique that continued well into World
War II with such thinkers as Meinecke, Auerbach, and Benjamin.
Hans Sluga shows how Heidegger's consideration of the Enlighten-
ment served as an entry point to the much larger critique of grounded
rationality and universal reason which led to his radical rethinking of
reason as embedded in history. Johnson Kent Wright, by contrast,
analyzes the famousi.nrerpretation ofdleEnJightenment publi hed in
1932 by Heidegger's principal phiiosophiC::Uopponent during the
Weimar period, Ernst Cassirer. Appearing as it did on me eve of the
Nazi seizure of power, and seen in its historical COntext, Cassirer's The
Philosophy of the Enlightenment was at once a celebration of Enlight-
enment thinking and a defense of Weimar values. Its goal was the res-
toration of an activist conception of philosophical reason which is not
merely imitative Or instrumenra] but has the power to shape life itself.

Kant's morro, "Saperea"de- Dare to Know," was the epitome of
the philosophy Cassirer found in the Enlightenment. Nor has he been
alone 111 that regard. Michel Foucault's well-known confrontation
with the Kantian imperative is analyzed in the essay by Michael Mer-
anze. InMeranze's analysis, Foucault turned the Kantian injunction
against the Enlightenment itself by identifYing the singular, contin-
gent, and arbitrary elements in what Kant presented as universal,
tlmeless, necessary, and obligatory. Thus he continued the Enlizhten-
menr even as he challenged it. Meranze's Foucault, urging us t; prob-
Iematlze all problematlzatlons, remains, in Striking ways an Enlight-
enment figure. )
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Pan Ill, "A Posonodem Enlightenment?," includes three essays
that complicate the dichotomy between Enlightenment and Post-
modernity by pointing to the existence within the Enlightenment of
elements frequently seen as characteristic of Postmoderniry itself.
The cenrral characteristic of contemporary thinking, as Lorraine Das-
ton defines it, is a repucliation of devices of naturalization. Postmod-
emism refuses the absolutist discourse of nature and natural facts it as-
sumes to be the legacy of the Enlightenment, instead mapping the
path to emancipation through celebration of the cultural and the con-
tingent rather than of the natural and the necessary. In Daston's analy-
sis, however, the Enlightenment had no supreme confidence in the
authority offsets or in the undisputed rule of nature. To the contrary,
it exhibited enormous anxiety regarcling the reliability offacts and the
extent to which the rule of nature could be frustrated by human ac-
tion. Its constantly reiterated fears of the powers of the in1agination
need to be seen as a powerful index of its sense of the fragility of'facts
and the unreliability of nature.
Epistemological anxiety could find practical relief in the practice of

sociability, as David Hume most famously argued. It is appropriate
therefore that the concluding essays of the volume turn to this aspect
of the Enlightenment. Focusing on issues of gender, Dena Goodman
offers us an Enlightenment which refused the choice between univer-
sality and difference and saw the latter as an essential social value.
Through the civility practiced in the salons, she argues, difference-
and especially a gendered difference-shaped the CO!lt111ongood.
Lawrence Klein tOO sees polite conversation as the qwntessennal ac-
tivity of the Enlightenment, a way offashioning self and world by the
process Richard Rorty has advocated as "continuing the conversa-

rion."
Holclingskepticism at bay chrough the effort to maintain a human

conversation, seeking liberation even in the face of uncertainty, hop-
ing for the best in human conduct even while recogmzmg the human
capacity for the worst: these, tOO, arc part of what's left of Enlight-

enment.

Earli
. f th essays in this volume were presented at

er versIOns 0 e . .
conferences held at the William Andrews Clark Memonal Library/
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Center for Seventeenth- and Eighteenth-Century Studies at UCLA
and the Stanford Humanities Center, Stanford University. We wish
to acknowledge the excellent staffs of these two Centers and to thank
them for their work in organizing these conferences. We are also
grateful to Charly J. Coleman for his assistance in preparing the vol-
ume for publication.



PART I

ENLIGHTE MENT OR POSTMODERNITY?



DAVID A. HOLLINGER

The Enlightenment and the Genealogy of
Cultural Conflict in the United States

In 1969, Charlie Manson and his band committed the stylized mur-
ders for which they are still remembered. Several months after these
grisly events, a faculty colleague of mine at SUNY Buffalo, where he
and I had JUStbegun our teaching careers, said to me in a sober voice
that if Charlie Manson was what it truly meant to not believe in
God-if this cult of murder was the culmination of the historical
processofsccularization, was what the Enlightenment had come to-
he was glad to remain a Christian believer. At first I thought my
friendwasjoking. He was a sophisticated Assistant Professor of Eng-
!ish, widely read, and a specialist, as it happened, in the eighteenth
cenrury. Surely, he was carrying out the kind of ironic routine that he,
as a master of Fielding and Gibbon, of Hume and Johnson, could
handlewell. But I soon saw be was in earnest, and was crying to send a
warning to me, whom he suspected of being rather too far over on the
free-thinking side of the spectrum of spiritual orientations. I was non-
plusedbymy friend's sincerity, and, without thinking, my tongue al-
most in cheek but not quite, mumbled somedling to the effect that
the Catholicism so dear to him had resulted, after all, in the Sparush
Inquisition.
. Our friendship somehow survived, for a few years, at least. But I
invokehere my memory of this private exchange because Its dynarmcs
are similar to many of the public conversations of our own orne ill

which "the Enlightenment" is invoked. It is a discourse of warning
and counter-warning, of morally portentoUS claims and counter-
daims, adiscourse in which episodes from intellectual history are ma-
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nipulated and mobiJized to discredit or to legitimare one program or
another in contemporary struggles. The late Ernest Gellner appears to
have believed that his opinions on contemporary issues were en-
dowed with more weighr ifhe identified these opinions, ith the En-
lightenment, and that it discredited his critics to depicr them as op-
ponenrs of rbe entire body of rational and empirical wisdom built up
over the course of two centuries.' In the meantime, John Gray seems
to think his arguments against certain liberal political theorists are
vastly strengthened, and rbe importance of his own arguments greatly
underscored if it is understood that ar issue is the entire heritage of,
the Enlighrenment.'

So, on the one side, we are told thar the Enlightenment project
apothcosized individuality and has left us without means of acting on
the elementary communirarian truth mat selves are the product of so-
cial groups. The Enlightenment project denied the constraints and
the enabling consequences of history by assigning to human reason
the role of building life anew from a slate wiped dean of tradition.
This project tyrannized a host of particular cultural initiatives and
tried to make everyone alike by advancing universal rules for identi-
fYing goodness, justice, and truth. Politically, the Enlightenment
promoted absolurisr and imperialist initiatives. Above all, the En-
lightenment project blinded us to the uncertainties of knowledge by
promoting an ideal of absolute scientific certainty.
. Meanwhile, others assure us with equal confidence thar the En-
lightcnmenr recognized the limits and fallibility of knowledge to a
degree that pre-Enlightenment regimes of truth simply clid nor. This
Enlightenment project brought under devastating scrutiny me preju-
dices and superstitions thar protected slavery and a virtual infiniry of
other mjusnces. It created me historical and social scientific inquiries
mat enable us to speak with sum confidence about me social depend-
ence of the self. The Enlighrenment promoted religious tolerance
againsr the impenalist ambltlons of cOnflicting absolutisms. Above
all, the Enlightenment was subversive of traditional political author-
Ity, and ultimately ir gave us democracy.
tre -r;,us we go on merrily, or sometimes grUlllpily, reenacting Mais-
lea ~ Mill, JUStas r played Thomas Jefferson to my Buffalo col-

gue s Edmund Burke. And while so doing, we add the entire expe-
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rience of the nineteenth and twentieth cenruries to our inventory of
hisroncal vehicles that have transported things we like-or don'r
like-from the eighteenth century to the presenr. The Enlighten-
ment led to Auschwitz, just asit had led to the Terror; or the Enlight-
enment led to the principles by which we judge the Terror to have
been excessive, JUStas it led to the standards by which Auschwitz can
be the most convincingly condemned today. This dynamic is dis-
playedon shelves of books well beyond the constantly cited works of
Lyorard and Habermas, ranging from Alasdair McInryre's After Vir-
tue to Stephen Toulmin's Cosmopolis, from Connor Cruise O'Brien's
0" theEve of theMillemziltm to John Gray's Enlightenment's Wake.'
I'm hot sruJfbecause I'm nor only refuting you, my puny opponenr,
but I am refuting every great thinker from Descartes to Popper; or,
watch out, you think you are arguing against only me, bur the impli-
cations of your reasoning are to deny the common sense of every hu-
mane and rational mind since the seventeenth century. Into such he-
roic postures we seem to full inro very quickly when we invoke the
Enlightenment. One result of this dynamic in some contexts has been
to tum the Enlightenment into a conversation-stopper: as soon as
one's interlocutor is firmly classified as a defender or a critic of the En-
lighrenment, a host of associations, loyalties, and counter-loyalties are
implicitly in place, and there is little to say.

This isoften so in the multicuJruralist debates. The Enlightenment
blamed forwhat is said to be the excessive wliversalism and individu-
alismthat multiculturalists are trying to correct. The Enlightenment,
it seems, has led us to suppose thar all people are pretty much alike,
thus blinding us to diversiry. It is another mark ofhngenng Enlight-
enmenr assumptions, moreover, [0 focus on osten.si?ly auto~omo~
individualsrather than the groups that provide indiViduals with their
culture. And on the other side of the ideological coin, those who sus-
pect multiculturalism of putting people into a small number of color-
coded boxes and expecting them to stay there ofren vOICerheir com-
plainr in the name ofrhe Enligl1tenment's revolr againsr the claims of
blood d his Y id rhar mighr be seen as extenSions ofan . rory. er some 1 eas . di id aI
an Enligh di . ch as the right of an ill V1 U totenment tra oon-SU
choose his or her own cultural affiliations regardless of ancestry-are

. . h will be SUSplOOUSof these
quae acceptable to the same audiences w a



same ideas if they are presented as Enlighrenment ideas. A good rule
of thumb in the multiculruralisr debates i that agood way to get your
ideas accepted is to conceal, rather than to emphasize, whatever an-
cestry those ideas may have in the Enlightenment.' .

The polemical use of history is common. It would be a mistake to
suggest that the case I have described is unique. The legacy of me
Enlightenment, in particular, has always been contested because SO

many enduring religious, political, and philosophical issues were en-
gaged in the historic episode that bears its name. But during the last
quarter-century, the Enlightenment has been an extreme case ofrhis
dynamic in the United States. Why this has happened is the chief
question I pursue here. I want also to comment, more tentatively,
on another question: where do we go from here? What are the pros-
pects for an honest inquiry into me long-term historical rrajectories
in which the Enlightenment-invoking quarrels of our own time are
embedded?

10 DAVID A. HOLLINGER

"""'"An answer to the first question requires an understanding of how the
debate Over the "modern" was transformed during the 1980s by his-
torical claims offered under the sign of postrnodernism. Among An-
glophone intellectuals, the term modernism was long used to refer to
a cluster of revolts against the Enlightenment. Lionel Trilling's gen-
eration used the term "modernism» to refer to Nietzsche; Proust,
Conrad, Yeats, Mann, Joyce, Stravinsky, Picasso, Nolde, Klimr, and
William James. In a stOck-taking essay of 1961, "On the Teaching of
MOdern Literature," Trilling himself offered a penetrating medita-
non on the modem canon, commenting on the moral and pedagogieal
problem, presented by each of the rexts he used in his legendary
course a,t Columbia Uruversity.' Consciousness and Society, H. Stuart
Hughes s a classic work of 1958, considered the social thought of the18
90-1930 epoch largely as a critique of the Enlightenment.' The

modern canon, ill the arts as well as philosophy and social theory, was
WIdelyunderstOOd in the 1950Sand 1960s to be the work of a heroic
generanon oflate-nineteenth .and early-twentieth century intellectu-
alswho had challenged the epistemological and political traditions of
~~ ~~ghtenment, and had seen the dark side of what came to be

e e modernlZ3non process.' What had happened during the
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very lare nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, scholars agreed,
was a revolt agamsr the posirivism, rarionalism, realism, and liberal- ~
Ism thar the Victorian intellectuals had refined from rhe Enlighren-
merit of the eighreenth century. Carl Schorske's use of the word
"modernism" in his Fin-de-Sisde Vienna of 1980 continued this firmly
grounded and widely dispersed historiographical practice."

During the 1980s, however, Anglophone inrellecruals attended to
a formidable sequence of books and articles thar used the word mod-
ernism verydiJferently, to refer nor to the revoir againsr the Enlighr-
enment, bur to the rradirion of the Enlighrenmenr irself Modernism
came to mean nor Dosroevsky, bur Descartes. Anyone whose sense of
modernism had been formed by Richard Ellmann and Charles Feidel-
son, Jr.'s massive anthology of 1965, The Modern Tradition,' and by
the works ofT rilling, Hughes, Schorske, Richard Blackrnur, Anthony
Quinton, and Irving Howe- to lisronly some ofrhe most prominenr
discussants of modemism during the period between 194-0 and
198o-had cause to wonder why the rerrn modernism was suddenly
being linked with rationalism, the Scientific Revolurion, and Kant.
These things, one had learned on good authoriry, were what mod-
ernists tried to ger beyond.

This new sense of modernism was aggressively retailed in the
United States under the name of postmodernism. Nietzsche, after his
long career as a founder of modernism, began a new career as a pre-
cursor, if not a founder, of postmodernism. The transirion can be
sometimes found within the work of a single scholar. In 1983 philoso-
pher Robert Pippin described NietzSche as the prototypical modern-
ist, and in 1991 described ierzsche as the prototypical postrnod-
emist." ierzsche's ideas had not changed. Nor had the details of
Pippin's analysis of those ideas. The only thing that had changed was
the history in which ierzsche was ro be placed, or, more precisely,
the movement to which he was assigned. What took place between
Pippin's two0 iteraoo·ons of ierzsche's grand historical slgruficance \
was that modernism bad become the Enlighrenment and the revolt
against ir had become postmodernism. The same repackagmg was
afforded to William James, who, in book after book, made the switch

from modernisr to postmodernist. .
The postmodernists virtually plundered the old modernISt canon,
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appropriating the thinkers they liked for postmoderni m and dedar-
ing the rest to be lingering echoes of the Enlighrenrnenr. In a vivid
case of the classic maneuver of appropriation and effacement, so~ of
the postmodernists appropriated the most exciting of the conrribu-
tions of the canonical modernists and effaced the movement that pro-
duced them. The profound tension within the work of the ~89C>-
I930 generation were relaxed by a new historiography respo~I\'e to
the hegemonic ambitions of persons who claimed postmodcnusm as
their vehicle. The 1890-1930 historical moment was thus virtually
evacuated in order to create a more stark and momentous confronta-
tion between postmodernism and the old Enlightenment of Des-
Cartes and Kant. There was virtually nothing of COn quence in be-
tween. Hardly anybody, it seemed, had really seen through the illu-
sions of the Enlightenment until the postmodemists came along. All
those folkswho thought everything had changed Onor about Decem-
ber 19IOwere kidding thernselvee, There was a big break, aIJ right,
but it did not take place in Bloomsbury on the eve of World War 1. It
took place in Paris after I968. One book after another carrying post'
modernism in its tide provided a capsule history of postmodcrnisrn,
in which the generation of I890-1930 Wastreated not as the group of
heroic, agonistic explorers whose careers had been analyzed by Trill-
ing and Howe, by Hughes and Scllorske, but as a pusillanimous pro-
legomena to Foucault."

Entailed in this transfoDllation in the Enlightenmenr's relation to
modernism Was the more widespread acceptance, by American aca-
denucs, of a notion ofinteUeetual modemiry that had been popular in
France, and that achieved currency in the United States along with
the Ideas of French theorists whose names were associated with
~OStmoder~sm.12Twoautonomous revolts againsr two quite disrinc-
nve moderrus~;S merged, apparendy without anyone's planning ir or
negotlal:1ng It. The first modernism Wasthat taken for granted when
the term pOStrnodernism Was first invoked by Leslie Fiedler, Susan
Sontag, and Howe in the United States in the I96os. The modernism
againsr which these writers and their American Contemporaries de-
fmed pOStrnodenusm Wasstill the modernism of Eliot and Pound and
Nietzsche and James' this w th od . ' ..

. .) as e 111 crrusm that entailed a cnnqueof the EnlIghtenment and of the social and cultural f"- od
processes 0 ul -
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ernization." Fiedler and Sontag and others thought this old modern-
ism, asappreciated in the pages ofthePartiranReviClv and the Hudson
Review, had become acadernicized and stuffy. In this context, post-
modernism seemed a refreshing change. It was found in the fiction of
Thomas Pynchon and the music of John Cage. But a resoundingly
different version of modernism, one associated with the Enlighten-
ment, was the counter-referent for Lyotard's Postmodern Condition,
translated into English in 1984-."The French conversation that pro-
duced Lyotard had been preoccupied, moreover, not with the arts,
but with ideasaboutlanguage, power, and the human subject that had
been developed by philosophers, psychologists, and political theo-
rists.
The authority of this French-cenrered conversation was facilitated

by severalspecific features of the American intellectual scene. Active
engagement with Lyotard was encouraged in the mid-Bos by the an-
tipbilosopbical philosopher Richard Rorry, who briefly but por-
tentously took for himself the label posonodernist and began to write
about Proust and Nabakov shorrly after having revived a pragmatic
antifnundationalism for which the way had been prepared by Thomas
S. Kuhn. These literary-philosophical explorations of Rorty's-
grounded inJames, Dewey, and Kuhn, and openly appreciative of the
political tradition of American liberalism-served to enlarge and ex-
tend the postrnodernisr debare in the United States." Another en-
gagement was manifest in the work of Frederic Jameson, the most
influentialMarxist literary critic of the era. Jameson's critical studies
of canonicalmodernists preceded his widely discussed paper ?,f 1984-,
"Postmodernism, or the Cultural Logic of Late CapItalism,,, which
addressed many genres of modernism and of posrmoderrusm. Simul-
taneously, Iurgen Habermas' attacks on the French posrmoderrnsts
andon Hans-Georg Gadarner for betraying the Enlightenment proJ-
ect invited the large contingent of American followers of the Fraru:-
fun School to engage the issues, and of course to see posrmoderrnsm s
modernism as that of the Enlightenment. .
Still, th . dis·· onodenu"sms-an Amencao,ese two qwte nncnvc pos. "

literary-antistic oosrmodemism defined agarnst the canomcal mod-
r --- ". Ii .cal srmod-

emistsof189D-1930 and a French, philosophical-po 0 po
emisrn defined a~ the Enlightenmenr-might not have become
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part of the same discourse were it n?tfor the quaint belief that ther~~
but a single torch to be passed, reqUiring that each moment to the dis

. , Why thecourse of intellectuals be named. What IS our moment. ~ . I
moment of postmodemism, of course. How do \~e know what It IS.

Well, we can start by scrutinizing the various things said and done
under its sign. By the end of the 1980s the Anglophone world was
awash with sweeping assessments of architecture, poetry, film, ~a1
theory, epistemology, fiction, and political economy, all of which
were said to partalce of postmodernism in the French sense of the
term." Older critiques of the Enlightenment that had previously at-
tained only a tiny consrituency, such as Theodor Adorno and Max
Horkheimer'sDialeetic ofEnlightenmmt, a book published in German
in the 194-OSbut translated into English only in 1972, gained unprece-
dented currency. 18

Hence the Enlightenment made the historic transition from a
distant episode long interrogated by the great modernists inro a
vibrant enemy of the newest and most exciting insights coming from
Paris. The Enlightenment was dehistoricizcd, and made into a vivid
and somewhat dangerous presence insufficiently criticized and tran-
scended by previous generations of intellectuals. It was up to u , now
in the 1980s and 1990s, to do the job right, to complete the anti-
Enlightenment project. No wonder the tensions surrounding the
name of the Enlightenment sharply increased. All of the historic layers
of mediation between "us" and the Enlightenment bad been put
aside. The Enlightenment became more relevant to contemporary
cultural confliCts because the discourse of postmodemism made itso.

b=t

Where do Wego from here? One response to the ease with which dis-
cursrve blacksmiths forge and shatter links between ourselves and the
Enlightenment is to suspend, temporarily, at least, explicit assertions
of the EnlIghtenment Orcounter-Enlightenment significance of con-
temporary debates. If the Enlightenment can be moved around so
easily to suit COntemporary doctrinal agendas, perhaps it is nor worth
the Struggle to establish a warranted account of the Enlightenment
anddl

ts
consequences. We might be better off with a more relaxed at-btu e toward the Enli h .

g tenment, and tOward history in general, ac-
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companied by a determination to formulate contemporary issues in
terms that are closer to the ground. New openings and new alliances
might come about in contemporary debates if the partisans are less
determined to identify their own positions with symbolically charged
discursivegiants of the past. Simultaneously, we might rehistoricize
the Enlightenment with a vengeance. A stronger historiography of
the Enlightenment might emerge from a conviction that eighteenth-
century studies can flourish well enough without exaggerated claims
to relevance in contemporary culture wars. Enlightenmenr studies
might then become more like patristics and Tang sinology, worthy
Wissenschafte whose findings are relatively removed from debates
over the character and direction of Out civilization.

Yet this approach, tempting as it will be to anyone who has en-
countered the Enlightenment in its capacity as a conversation-
stopper, runs intO difficulties when enacted. Consider what happens
when we try this in relation to a set of ideas that were widely adhered
to by American intellectuals in the 194-0S and 1950S, were then
brought under severe suspicion at one point or other between the late
1960sand the 1980s, and have more recendy been subject to critical
revisionand reassertion. Before I list some of the ideas that fall into
this class,let me underscore the distinctive historical destiny of these
ideas.This classis quite specific; it does not include ideas that were
bequeathed by the World War II generation yet were not called
sharplyinto question by the next generation. Excluded, also, are Ideas
that were so bequeathed and then so challenged yet were not reas-
serted with noteworthy vigor. I call attention only to ideas that un-
derwent all three experiences: popular in the 4-0Sand 50S, then sub-
jeerto widespread suspicion, and, finally, subject to critical refoOllula-
tion and defense in recent years. Such ideas-argued abour so ear-
nesdy,and subject to sharp reversals - are obviously inlportant to the
intellecruallife of Out own time. Any srudy of American Ultellecrual
lifesince 1950needs an analytic language for interpreong these Ideas.

Whar ideas full into this distinctive class? Let me suggesr seven, al-
mough the list could no doubt be extended:

- Nature bas a capacity to significandy resist or respond to human
efforts to repr=t it and to intervene in it.

- Humankind asa whole is a valid episremic unit.

The Enlightenment and CulturaJ Conflict [5



- Intersubjective reason has grear cmanciparory pot~tial. . ..
- Civil liberties formulated on the basi of rights ascnbed to individ-

uaI citizens are indispensable to ajust sociery. .
- Religion, whatever its role in past centuries, is now likdy to be tr-

relevant, or even an obstruction, to cognitive and social progress.
- Physical characteristics such as kin color and shape of the face

should not be allowed to determine the cultural tastes and SOCIalas-
sociations of individuals.

- The United States is potentially a world-historical agent of demo-
cratic-egalitarian values.

These ideas were affirmed with conviction by a great variery of
voices during the 1940S and 1950S,when modernization theorists and
positivists and behaviorists and liberals and integrationists of many
kinds were in vogue: the Walt Rostows and the Hans Reichenbachs,
the Perry Millers and the David Truman, the Gunnar Myrdals and
Cary McWilliamses of those years. Each of the Seven was later
brought under suspicion, often by persons identified with one or
more of the following movements: communirarianism, feminism,
neo-conservatism, poststrucruralism, Marxism) postrnodernisrn, and
multiculturalism. These seven ideas arc now situated in the dassic
baby-and-bathwater domain. Some say, in effect, "forget it, it's time
we got beyond those ideas, let's talk about something else," and other
people respond, "wait a minute, there's something here we can prob-
ably still use, if we are careful about it." And Some who say "forger it"
concerning one or another of the seven will switch sides about an-
other of the seven, and say, ''hold on, I like that one ifwe can make ir
non-racist, non-sexist, non-imperialist, non-universalist, non-logo-
centric, non-formalist, and, above all, non-European."

Accepting one of these ideas does not require one to accepr the
others. One of OUrmost indefatigable skeptics abour the episternic
Ul1Ityof all humankind, about the capacity of nature to provide non-
discurSive restramts Upon Our representations of it, and about the
emanclpatory porential ofinrersubjective reason is at the same time a
notorious. defender of the American nation-state as an instrument for
democrauc-egalirarian values, and a scourge of the religiosiry found in
~~~es ofSrephen Carter and Christopher Lasch. I refer to Richard
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. Each of the seven ideas on my little list deserves its own history
Within the discourse of the American academic intelligentsia since
1950. I invoke these ideas here only to render concrete the challenge
of dcaling With recent inrellecrual history in relation to the question
of the Enlightenment's legacy. Are these seven ideas "Enlightenment
ideas"? Of what significance is it that one thinker who accepted all of
them-Ernest Gellner-called himself an "Enlightenment Rational-
ist Pundamenralisr'?" Is Anthony Appiah a "nco-Enlightenment
thinker" by virtue of his defense of cosmopolitanism?'" Is Ian Hack-
ing, by virtue of his critique of popular notions of "social construc-
tion"?" Is Michacllgnatieff, by virtue of his perspective on "blood
and belonging"I" Docs the critical revision and reassertion of these
ideas in very recent years amount to a "neo-Enlightenment" of sorts?
I state these questions not to answer them, but to suggest that if one
wants to be historical at all, it is difficult to analyze some central fea-
ture of recent American inrellectual life without maJcing at least some
use of the Enlightenment. The universalism and inclividualism
prominent in the list surely owe much to Christianity, but so docs the
Enlightenment itself. The potential connection between the En-
lightenment and these seven energetic ideas of our own time cannot
be clisposcd of simply by pointing to a "more complicated" intellec-
mal ancestry. At issue, rather, is whether we can get very far in ex-
plaining how these ideas have come to us, and how they acquired the
hold they have on our conversations, without maJcingextensive use of
the collection of seventeenth- and eighteenth-cenrury-centered epi-
sodes that we continue to call "the Enlightenment."

This is to suggest that ifwe are going to make any use at all of in-
tellectual history in trying to understand where we are today, the En-
lightenment is extremely clifficuJr to avoid. The temptatIon to tum
awayin clisgust and frustration at the polemicism of recent uses of the
Enlightenment should be resisted. To give in to this temptation
would be to deny our own hisroriciry. and to shrink from searching
for the sources and sustaining conclitions of the Ideas that ammate
much of conrernporary intellectUal life. We might save the Enlight-
enment from polemicism, but at a considerable cost: we might cut off
roo abruptly an opporruniry for the cuJtural self-knowledge rhat his-
tory is supposedly in the business of provicling. Histonans have been



relatively passive in the disputes in which the Enlightenment has
been invoked· rather, the thinkers who have been most active in

those disputes' are philosophers, literary scholars, and political theo-
rists. Historians have put remarkably little resistance-in venues
where it counts-ro the transformation of modernism from Dosto-
evsky ro Descartes, and to the proliferation of cardboard-character
representations of the Enlightenment mind. .

Facing and trying to bring reason and evidence ro the polemics
that invoke episodes from intellectual history, then, comes with the
intellectual historian's calling unless one simply wants ro withdraw
from the concerns of one's colleagues in other parts of the humanities
and social sciences. We should not shy away from constructing the
most historically sound Enlighterunent we can, and from offering the
best arguments we can about its consequences. If someone claims, as
did the author of a recent book, Hitler as Philosoph», that Hirler was a
follower of Rousseau on sexuality and of Ricardo on economics, that
he was a Jacobin in his religious orientation, and that he was, in gen.
eral, a popularizer-in the words of the American Historical Review's
reviewer-of "Enlightenment values" such as "optimism, progress,
and human perfectibility through adherence to natural Jaw,"" these
claims should be confronted head-on.

This requires that those of us who work primarily in the history of
the twentieth century listen to what our colleagues in Enlightenment
studies have to say. Ihope we can count on our colleagues in seven-
teenth- and eIghteenth-century studies to provide us with a sound
and stable sense of the Enlightenment to work with. But you never
know what they will say. In a recent issue of Critical Imp'iry, one
scholar argued that the true Enlightenment, the complete Enlight-
enment, the One expression of the Enlightertm.ent that did not deny
Its Own ferocious imperative for truth, was found nor in Kant, not in
Rousseau, not ill Locke. The complete Enlightenment, this scholar
explamed, was found ill that most commanding of all efforts ro inte-
grate power and knowledge, the Spanish Inquisition." If my Buffalo
friend had understood this in t969, he could have had the last laugh onme.
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"ABright Clear Mirror": Cassirer's
ThePhilosophyof the Enlightenment

Amongthe classicsof historical writing on eighteenth-century Eu-
rope,Ernst Cassirer's The PhiUJsophy of the Enlightenment occupies a
uruqueposition. Has anyother book had SO central and so enduring an
Impacronthe field~First published in 1932, on the eve of its author's
exilefromGermany, it received a wanm welcome in Cassirer's native
landandelsewhere in Europe, and has continued to command respect
there. But it is in the United States above all that the book has en-
joyedits greatest success. Koelln's and Pettegrove'S lucid translation,
publishedby Princeton in '95', rode the high crest of the wave of en-
thusiasmfor Cassirer that began with his arrival in New York and his
tum to writing in English. Thus launched, The Philosophy of the En-
l'!Jbtenmmt soon attained a canonical status within eighteenth-
ccnrnry Studies that it has never really lost. It eventually reached a
massaudience via paperback, and remains vigorously in print to this
day.Even such criticism as the book has received has tended to en-
hancerather than detract from its magisterial reputation. By the end
of the sixties, for example, The Philosophy of the Enlightenment seems
to havebecome the chief pole of comparison againrt which the emer-
gent "social history" of the Enlightenment defined itself. The praeuce
acruallybegan with peter Gay, who is sometimes regaIded as a "dis-
ciple"ofCassirer.' But he was soon rrurnped in this regard by Robert
Damton, for whom The Philosophy of Enlightenment was the finest
achievement of a traditional hisrory of ideas, one that confined its at-
tention to a "High Enlightenment:" of canonical rcxcs, merely re-
catalogued by Gay; the most urgent task for historians in the present
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was an assault on the archives, where the (TIJesocial history oftid".
lighrenmenr, high and low, lay buried.' Today, however, it is Om>
ton himself who is taxed with failing ro break free from Cassirn's
spell, in the most commanding work of the new feminist schoiarlhip,
Dena Goodman's The &publit of Laten: A CumrmJ Hisrory ,[Ii<
French Enlightenment. Ultimately, e'est lafallte 1r.R.olIsscau, the origiml
source of the misogyny that, in Goodman's eyes, has obscured oor
understanding of the central contribution of the snlo""ims to En-
lightenment sociability. But the chief advocate of Rousseau's ourIoi
in our time has indeed been Cassirer, "who did more than anyonedsc
to make the Enlightenment the subject of erious scholarship."
Ifanything, the rcsultofthis kind ofcriticaJ tribute "from bclow"hal

been to reinforce the Status ofThePlJiwropby of the ErdigIJtt7l11lr11t'JStlJe
quin tessential history of the Enlightenment "from above. "The cssay~
hand will not try to overturn that judgment. Goodman is no doebrree
teet ill her assessment of the pivotal role played by Cassircr's text ill
twentieth-century scholarship on the Enlightenment, indeed, in oon·
ststurmgthe field as an object of study. For precisely rharreason, how'
ever, asenou, reappraisal ofThePbiwsophyofdJe E1JligbmI1lJCllt-'J11a!'
tempt to exan1ine the su bstance of its argument, rather than cririaze
the lim,tS ofits vision-seems overdue. For Cassirer' bookappear;to
have enjoyed the privilegeoflaunchinga verydurablcresearch program
ill Its field, one that may not yet be spent. Whataccounrs forrhclasring
ill1pact of The Pbiwsophy of tbe ElIligbtt1J1I1ent? Why should it hal'
proven difficult fordi fferent kinds of revisionism to move beyond It!If
this IS an 0PpOrtlln . c_

e moment to pursue such quesnons then our Ill"
~ must be to take a close- look at the background fu,rn which the

k emerged. Whatever elective affinity there may have been be.
tween CassIrer's stud d th .
TbePbiws hy yan e academic world of post-worldAmenr>,
rural and OP . oftheEmtghten»umtwas produced in a verydifferenreul'

poliocaJ Context_ in fact has something of the characrerof amessage lI1 a b ttl fr '
o e, am a lost intellectual world.

Context·S-b li. 1"

• J'" 0 tc rDnns and Weimar Liberalism
Above all ..

, It IS no acciden th
other to restore the Enli h t at the book that did more than any

g tenmCOt to philosophy should have boe11
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the work of a major philosopher, not a historian. There is neither
spacenor competence here to attempt a general profile ofCassirer as a
thinker.Not only was he the author of one of the most ambitious,
evenexrravagantphilosophica1 projects of the twentieth century, but
his thought has in facr proven very difficult to categorize, eluding any
easycapture.The central puzzleofCassirer's intellectual career is that
of determining his precise relation to the Marburg "school" of neo-
Kantianismin which he was formed. Was the centerpiece of his rna-
ture thought, The Philowphy of Symbolic Forms, the culmination and
fullestexpression of the neo-Kantianism of his Marburg teachers,
Hermann Cohen and Paul atorp? Or did it amount to a mutation in
somenovel direction, and if so, which-a turn to Hegel, to phe-
nomenology, to pragmatism? The relations between Cassirer and
such key corespondents and interlocutors as Husserl and Heidegger
remainto be fully documented and interpreted; the same applies to
fascinatingaffinities between his thought and major figures of Ameri-
canpragmatism, Peirce and Dewey above all, and to his considerable
influenceon larer thinkers such as Merleau-Ponry. At all events, the
mostthat can be attempted here is to suggest a perioclization of Cas-
sirer'sintellectual career down to the publication of The Philosophy of
th'Elllightenmellc-if only to give us a sense of where it fits inro his
enormous and very complicated oeuvre.' . .

Cassirerwasbom in 1874-, in Breslau (todayWroclaw), Silesia, to a
Jewishfamilywhose wealth was drawn primarily from the manufac-
rureofindustrial chemicals. Cassirer's own generation, however, was
characterized by remarkable intelleerual and cultural achievement.
The circleof his first cousins with whom he maintained extremely
dose relations during his young adulthood in Berlin, included the
composer and musicologist Fritz Cassirer; Bruno Casslrer, whose
publishingfirm played a key role in German intellectual life; the art
d . F ch ImpresslOIDsm
ealer Paul Cassirer, famous for promotillg ren .. . G . and the pIoneer

andother schools of modernist paintillg ill ermany; . .. . Casslrer'S Ulter-
ofgesta.ltpsychology, Kurt Goldstein. At umverslry,. h The
ests shifted from law to lirerature, and finally to philos

o
lP tuY'reon

. .fi b all counts was a ectummg-point in his intellecrual Ii e, y ac .' Co-
Kan "'w th I r descnbed Hermannt by Georg Sirnmel, ill whi e arte .' d ineompre-
h ' " authontauve anen s IDterpretanon of Kant as at once
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hensible. The discovery of Cohen was a revelation for the young Cas-
sirer, who soon moved to Marburg, where he completed a doctorate
in r899 under Coben's direction. His earliest work revealed all of his
most characteristic philosophic concerns, blending epistemology and
history in an original fasbion. Cassirer's dissertation was a study of
Descartes's critique of the philosophy of mathematics and natural so-
ence of his time. This in rum became the introductory chapter In his
first book, Leibniz' System in seinen lVirsenschaftlichmGnmdlngen
(1902), which not only contributed to the striking wider revival of in-
terest in Leibniz at the rum of the cenrury, bur also showed Cassirers
characteristic penchant for bridging the French and the German in-
tellectual traditions. From this starting-point, be launched a major
project in historical epistemology, whose production stretched over
the next two decades, Das Erketmtnisproblem in der PhiwsapiJieund
Wissenschciftder neueren Zeit. Its first two volumes, extending from
NiCOlas of Cusa to Kant, appeared in 1906 and '907, and established
Cassirer's claim to be heir apparent to Cohen and Natorp within the
Marburg "schoo!." Cassirer in facr went on to assume the editorship
of the ten-volume edition of Kant's works published by Bruno Cas-
sirer between 1912 and 1923; the intellecrual biography he added to
the edition,KantrLeben ''''dLehre (1918), hasofcourse enjoyed along
life ill print On its own.'

There was a lag in winning academic recognition for these inrellec-
tual achievements, perhaps awing not a little to the darkening shadow
that ana-Semitism cast over German academic life in these years. In
'9'2, Cohen's and Natorp's efforts to secure the former's professor.
ship at Marburg for Cassirer failed; he had already assumed a position
as Pnvatdozent at the Universiry of Berlin, where be remained until
1918. Lack of prefermcnt did not stem his intellectual enerzies. In
19~O, Cassirer published Substanzb'i!Jriff und F1"'ktio1lSb;nff, in
w ch for the first time he staked Out an independent philosophical
POSIt:lon- ill this case, a defense of"Jogical idealism" against empiri-
CIStepIstemology. Here, too, however, the foundation of Cassirer's
argMlent Was narrar. . f .
formaa" aave ill orm. Tracmg the history of concept-on ill mathemati d .
mode' . cs an natural science from the Greeks torillry w th .lici
Peirce and-R I llexP

l
CIt reference to the advances of Schroeder,

' USse U1 og' C' .
IC- asSIrer descnbed the gradual replace-
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ment of a metaphysics of "substance" by a science of "relations," in
which "function" bad now became the rouchstone of the veridical.
The war years in turn provided the opportunity for Cassirer to make
an initial excursion beyond epistemology, intO me domain of culture.
Ineligible for combat, Cassirer was eventually drafted into the "War
Press Office," where his linguistic skills were put to work surveying
rhe French press for me purposes of generating political propaganda.
N; his wife recounted in her memoir, Cassirer found the experience
deeply demoralizing.' His response was to produce a remarkable sur-
vey of German cultural history, P,..iheit und Form: 5tudien zur deut-
schen Geistesgeschichte(1916). From me Renaissance to the Enlight-
enment, Cassirer argued, German culture had been defined by a dia-
lectical tension between freedom and form; the greatest figures in the
national past, Goethe and Kant above all, were those who bad man-
aged to maintain these two principles in a creative, if precarious equi-
librium. As these names also suggested, German culture was at its
characteristic best when it rejoined, rather man departed from, a
common European tradition. An attempt ro define national identity
in wartime, rhe politics of Freiheit und Form were quiet yet firm-> its
liberal cosmopolitanism at the opposite end of the spectrum from,
say,Mann's notorious Bemuhtungen Bines Unpolitischen. Assuming a
milder nationalist position between the two, Ernst Troeltsch in fact
charged Cassirer with having ignored the medieval roots of German
freedom, which indeed rendered it distincr from Anglo-French con-

ceptions.'
The end of me war and me advent of me Weimar Republic consid-

erably improved Cassirer's academic fortunes, and in fact ushered in
the most creative and productive period of his intellectual career. In
June 19r8 be was appointed professor in megeisteswissenschafthche fac-
ultyat the Universiry ofHarnburg, a "republican" instituoon brought
into existence just one month earlier. By happy accident, Hamburg

also possessed
. . . naI esource mat proved to be deCISive for

an msntuOO r W b L·
Cassir

. . th ears the ar urg t-
er's intellectual developmenr in ese y, . hi

b
e Cultural 5 di Cassi rer soon formed a close relaoo

os Pracy lor tu es. ~ . F· sax!
with Aby Warburg's successor as direccor of the library~ nrz ,

. d th ainrance ofEtw1O panofksy·
and Itwas here mat he first rna e e acqu I d his-
The library's holdings, especially in me areas of rnytbo ogy an
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torical philology, provided many of the primary ~urcCi; that forrn~
the background to the emergent philosophy of symbolic forms,
Older intellecrual concerns were by no means abandoned, In 1920,

Cassirer published the third volume of Das Ermmtnisprobltm, which
pursued posr- Kantian episremology, from Hegel to Schopenhaue;
the next year, he produced a srudy of Einstein's rheory of tdaO\,~'
and the problems it posed for the philosophy of science.-in effect,:
striking attempt to coordinate the epistemology of"cnoca1'dealism
with the findings of the new physics. It was in fact in the larterwork
that the term "symbolic form" appeared in print for the firsrrirne. The
idea, according to family legend, first occurred to Cassirer while
boarding a bus in Berlin in 1917. By the time of his first years1I1Ham'
burg, it had become the linchpin of a massive project of philosophiol
totalization, which came to fruition with impressive speed. The first
volume of The Philosophy of Symbolic Forms; entitled LtmgUIIge, came
our in '923, the second, Mythical Consciousness; two years later, and
the third, apparently culminating volume, PhC1l()l11£tl()Wgyof KIIQ'p/,
edge, appeared in '929.

How should the "philosophy of symbolic forms" be described, ItS
background seems to have lain in a gradual realization on Cassirer's
pare-going back at least as far as Su.bstanzbegrijf zmd FmzktWllSb"
griff- thar his defense of an idealist epistemology in science required
foundations in a deeper theory of incersubjective meaning irsclf By
'9

2
', Cassirer had arrived at a stable definition of the concept that

would stand at the center of such a theory: "Under a 'symbolic form'
should be understood every energy of mind [E"ergie des Geise's]
through which amental contencofmeaning is connected to a concrete,
~ensory sign and made to adhere internally to it. '''The originaliryof this

efimtlOn shOuld not be exaggerated. If Cassirer always gave pnde of
place to Humboldc in tracing its genealogy, the echoes of conrernpo-
ranes such as Peirce andSaussure are evident ifunintentional. Unlike
these thmkers I C· , th

- , ioweve-, assrrcr then set OUtto try to map both e
vaneey and the deVelopment of the entire world of "symbolic forms,"
ill an efforr to establish as h " th '

1 ' e put It 10 e fore\vord to the opemng
mvoan

urne
of-:'he Philosophy of Symbolic Fonns, a "morphology of the hu-

Spmt. Although th fi I '
One form, rhar of fa" e. rsr vo urne Was devoted entirely to Just

'/Junge, It also advanced a more general schema for
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understandingthe development of all "symbolic forms," which could
be expected to pass from "mimetic" through "analogical" to "sym-
bolic"fonns of expression, in a gradual movement from the concrete
to the abstract. The progress of language, in particular, was traced
from irsinitial "sensuous" expression, in the gesrutal and immediately
aural,to more "intuitive" forms, which made use of more abstract
conceptionsof space and time, to a culminating state in which it had
developedconcepts of "pure relation," objective and self-referential.
For all that, however, language never entirely loses its anchorage in
sensuousand material media of expression-a feature of "symbolic
foons"in general. From here, Cassirer in a sense moved backwards,
histotical1yand logical1y, in the second volume of The Philosophy of
SymbolicForms, which provided a similar theory of the development
of"mythical thoughr." Rejecting all theories of myth as "primitive
science,"Cassirer portrayed it as a radically distinct form of con-
sciousness) rooted in social ritual, more archaic, immediate, and con-
crete than language itself; it was in fact the instabiliry and disen-
chantment of "mythic consciousness" over rime that paved the way
forthe emergence oflanguage as an independent symbolic form. .
Four years later, the third volume of The Phiwsophy of Symbol"

Forms integrated these analysis of myth and language into a system-
aticattempt to account for the emergence and development of sCien-
tificthought proper. Ph&1lomenowgy ofKnOlvledge offered more than a
generalepistemology, however. For the theory of symbolic forms was
now for the first time grounded in something close to a fu1\-scale
philosophicalanthropology, pointing to Cassiter's later defmlO

on
of

humanbeings as "symbolic animals." The key theorencal mnovanon
was his concept of "symbolic pregnance,n designed to sItuate the

h
. . f eption itself pnor

p enomenon of meanmg in the very process 0 perc '
to any intellectual or culcural moment: "By symbolic pregnan

ce
we

.. .' ry' expenence contal11S
meanthe way inwhich a percepnon as a sensO ... di. ..., anin '" wtuch It irrunc -
at the same time a certain noruntwnve me E> ~ I the__•• '" B Cassiter suggesteu, ay
arely and concretely represents. ere,. I' '<r>..e

f hi\
tucal anthropo ogy: .r u

solution for the oldest problem 0 P osap d model. ul ents the prototype an
relation between body and so repres b rted either into af .. hich cannot e conveorapure1ysym.bolic relanon, wei' a genuine ac-. . causal r anon.··
relationship berween things or into a



cess to tbe body-soul problem is possible only if we recognize as a
general principle tbat all tbing connections and all causal connections
are ultimately based upon such relations of meaning. The latter donot
form a special classwit'hin tbe tbing and causal relations; ramer they
are the constitutive presuppositions, the condition. sitJ.C 'lila tWn, on

, which the tbing and causal relations tbemselves are based."" .
Witb this tbeory of tbe anthropological priority of mtalllng, Cas-

sirer seems to have left any narrow form of neo-Kantianism wellbe·
hind him. Where should The Philosopby of Symbolic Forms be located
on tbe wider philosophic map? Cassirer himself was in fact quite am-
tlid about tbe general inspiration for his philosophical program. In the
''Introduction and Presentation of tbe Problem" in tbe first volume,
he paid tribute to Kant as a pioneer, each of tbe Critiques having
opened up a new terrain for exploring the work of spirit, in science,
ethics, and art. Yet tbe real model for his project was to be found
elsewhere, in Hegel's attempt at a systematic, totalizing narrativein
tbe Phenomenology of Spirit: "More sharply than any thinker before
him, Hegel stated thar we must think of tbe human spirit as a concrete
whole, that we must not stop at tbe simple concept but develop it in
tbe totality of its manifestations."" The gesture of assimilation to
Hegel was repeated in tbe second volume ofT'he Philosopby o/Symbol"
Forms- "That mytb stands in an inner and necessary relation to the
universal task of this phenomenology follows directly from Hegel's
own formulation and definition of tbe concept?" _ and tben finalized
in .tbe third: ''In speaking of a phenomenology of knowledge I am
usmg tbe word 'phenomenology' not in its modern sense but with its
fundamental signification as established an systematically grounded
by Hegel."" In point offacr, however, tbe differences from any con-
venoonal form of Hegelianism are bound to leap Out at tbe reader.
Abov: all, Cassirer's presentation of tbe development of "symbolir
forms across time turns out to be both less linear and more pluralthan
the model ofT he Phenomenology of Spirit would suggest. As Krois puts
It in his study ofCassirer's tbought, tbe real shape of his conception of
deVelopment is tril'., at . .
" b li cen ,ug -a plurality of relanvely auronomoUSsym 0 c forms" exf liari fr .__Itl . 0 anng om tbe common matrix of mythiGil
lought, Itself a rather different starting-point from Hegel's," It is

worth stressmg tb t Th P"-'Io z..,
a e rn 'OP"J of Symbolic Forms was very mum
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anunfinishedproject: in later works, the "forms" analyzed by Cassirer
included philosophy (in his essays in intellectual history), technology
(astrikinganticipation of certain Frankfurt School themes), morality
(his studyofAxelHagerstrom), and art (a famous chapter in An Essay
onMnn). Not surprisingly, Cassirer's system also tends to lack:any
strongconception of an end-state, to match Hegel's notion of the
dominationof "absolute" philosophic knowledge. Indeed, for all of
Cassirer'sappealsto Hegel, it does not seem difficult to glimpse in his
philosophicvision the inspiration of another figure standing behind
both Hegel and Kant-that ofLeibniz, whose thought had been the
sraning-point in Cassirer's own intellectual itinerary. It may not be
entirelyinaccurate to see in The Philos()phy ()fSymbolic Forms the out-
lineof a kind of cultl"at monadology, projecting a plurality of auron-
omousspheresof "meaning," traversed by a pre-established harmony
andunity,
Neo-Kantian, Nco-Hegelian, or Neo-Leibnizian-in any case,

Cassirer'smature thought involved a creative recovery and develop-
mentof the central themes of classical German Idealism. As such, he
had long since begun to contrast his own thought with an alternative
traditionof continental philosophy, descending from Kierkegaard to
ietzsche, Bergson, and Scheler, whom he tended to group under

rhedismissivclabel of"Lebell.sphilosophie." By the mid-twentles, how-
ever,this tradition had produced a major new figure, capable of doing
battleon the most sophisticated terrain of academic philosophy. Cas-
sirerandHeidegger seem to have met as early as 1923, inHamburg; a
seriesof critical exchanges, marked by a combmaOon of respect for
and d.issent from one another's philosophical posmons, followed
downto 1931.In1928 Heidegger published a generous review of the
secondvolume of Th~ PhilostJjJhy of Symbolic Forms, to which he also
a1Iu

. , . . nd T:'me is Casmer recog-
ded in a SIgnificant footnote ill Bemg a ,. '. his

nized th .. ali d i porrance of Heidegger's masterpiece,.e ongm Ity an un . si htful reVIew
mostextended comment however, was a long and ill g, .' I Between
ofHeidegger's Kant and the Problem of MetaphystCS in 193 . d d.i, . f ublic lectures an s-
thesedates, the twO participated in asenes 0 Pch and A ril '929-
eussions in Davos, Switzerland, dunn~ M";, an almos~ legendary
encounters that have, in retrospect, taken 0 , odem Gennan

. d' of the ways in m
status asmarking a profoun parnng
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thought. The exact terms of the "debate" between CassirerandHei-
degger have had to be reconstructed from onlookers' notes." Theter-
rain was the interpretation of Kant, whom Heidegger sought to ~cs·
cue from the extreme cognitivism of the "neo-Kantians" by rcsronng
what he saw as Kant's supreme emphasis on human fi"itl/de-me
ground for his own understanding of Dasein. Cassirer's response was
to concede the moment offinirude in Kant-thus rejecting the stark
antithesis drawn by Heidegger-while also insisting on a rran~en·
dental moment as well, the opening onto a world of "objectivespirit"
rooted in intersubjective language. Lacking this anchor, Heideggers
interpretation ran the risk of endorsing a tomantic irrationalismand
relativism. Two years later, Cassirer contrasted the thought ofKzIt
and Heidegger in these pregnant terms: ''Heidegger's fundamental
ontology, which is grounded in the interpretation of care as the being
of the existent and which sees a primary revelation of the existentin
the fundamental mode of fear, must put all of Kanr's concepts from
the very beginning-however much Heidegger attempted to doJus'
tice to their purely logical mode-into a changed atmosphere and
thus, as it were, cover them up. Kant was and remained a thinkernf
the Enlightenment, in the most noble and beautiful sense of this
word. He strove for illllDlination even as he thought about me deep-
est and hidden grounds of being.""

At all events, much of the drama attached retrospectively to the
Davos ~'disputation". has to do with the ultimate political fatesof the
two thinkers. What ill fact were Cassirer's own politics? As the legal
liberalism of] ellinek and Kelsen and the ethical socialism of Hermann
Cohen suggest, the neo-Kantianism in whim he was formed wasca-
pable of inspiring strong and original programs. There is no doubt
that Casslrer's chief inclination from the outset was toward a moder.
ate version of the former. The most overt political statement of the
early part of his intellecrual career WasFreiheit und Form which pro-
jeered a c Iitan f ,
hi osmopo tan libetalism Onto the screen of German rulrurnJ

Story. The adventofche Weimar RepUblic naruraily brought oppor-
tlUlltIdesfor more forward kinds of political expression Cassirer ob-
serve the Re I' II . '.
with th R vo ~tIon coo y, from a distance, but actively identified
Process e hiepublic from the Start. We have seen that he accepted a

.11 ors p at the (( bii » .
repu can Uruversiry of Hamburg in June
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1919;in the same month, he joined the center-left protest against the
rnal and execution ofEugen Levine for his role in the Bavarian So-
vier. Cassirer seems to have voted with the DDP consistently
throughout the twenties. Nevertheless, it was not until 1928 that he
produceda major political statement of his own. The occasion was
Hamburg's celebration of the nintb anniversary of the Weimar consti-
tution in August. Cassirer's speech, Die Idee dey Republikanischen
VerfiwunB, published the following year, made a passionate defense
ofthe Republic, by tracing its founding ideas to an interlocking set of
German, English, and French rhinkers-Leibniz, Wolff, Blackstone,
Rousseau,and Kant, whose sober defense of the French Revolution
Cassirerechoed and endorsed. In the spring of 1929, he reached the
apexof his academic career, being elected Rector at Hamburg, for
1929-lo-the first Jew to head a University in Germany. By this
point, of course, the centrist liberalism for which Cassirer stood had
begun to expire as a political force in Germany. Nevertheless, his
publicinterventions on behalf of the Republic continued, as if in in-
creasinglyanxious compensation. Cassirer's last major political state-
rnenr before his exile from Germany was the speech, "Vom Wesen
undWerden des Narurrechts," delivered in February 1932-a survey
of the hisrory of the modem narural rights tradition from GrotIUS
onwards, with special emphasis on the eighteenth-century elabora-
tionof the concept of inalienable rights. Cassirer ended his remarks by
calling for a revival of the notion in the contemporary world. Hitler's
assumption of the Chancellorship a year later brought his career at
Hamburg to an end. InMay 1933, the same month that Heldegger

delivered his own inaugural address as Rector at Frelburg, Cassrrer
led his family into exile in Vienna, and reached Oxford in the fall,
neverto rerum to Germany.

Ttxt: Totalization and Nostalgia
. Th Ph ilo ophv 0" the Enlight-

Suchwere the circumstances in which e t s J ~ f
mmentwas produced. As it happened, the bookforme~ the ~~:;
anunintentional trilogy of srudies in European lIltth

ee~ aissana ~
ha . -.J·vidual and Cosmonn e teen .vmg been preceded by 11... t . nd blished earlier ill
192 , and The Platlmi£ J{enaissana: tn Engla , pu
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1932. Cassirer spent much of the ummer of ~931~just after ~epping
down from the Rectorship at Hamburg, reading III the Bibliotheque
Nationale in Paris. The research trip also produced the tWOoverlap-
ping studies of Rousseau that might well be seal as extended appen-
dices to The Philosophy of the E1l/ighte1mlt1lt - Dns Problem Jen~I-J""IUtl
Rousseaa which has of course become a classic in its own right, and
"L'unitt dans l'oeuvre de Jean- Jac'lues Rousseau," first delivered (in
French, a manerofsome pride to Cassirer) at a conference in. Pans ~
February 1932. As for The Philosophy of the Enligbtm11ll1Jt I~, II
reached print at the very end of that year, and proved ro be Cassirers
last publication in Germany before his exile.

At first glance, the text hardly seems to regi ter the turbulence and
drama of this background. In the Preface, Cassirer explicitly disa·
vowed any "polemical intentions" in writing The PhilofOpJIJ of theEn·
lightenme-nt. Nor did he aim at an exhaustive treatment of the subject.
On the one hand, Iimi tarions of space constrained him to approach
the Enlightenment "in its characteristic depth rather than its breadth
· ... III light of the uniry of its conceptual origin and of its underlying
pnnciple rather than of the tOtaliryofhis historical manifestations and
results.'''' On the other, the Enlightenment was itself only one epi-
sode. ill a larger drama, the process "through which modem philo-
sophic thought gained its characteristic self-confidence and self.
consciousness," which could only be gestured at in this book. Here
CasslIer referred the reader to his two earlier works ofintellecrual his.
tory: like The Philosophy of the E1l1ighte1l11l/m.t these were onl "prelim.
marystudi "f ) .

. es. Oramore comprel1ensive "phenomeoologyofthe phil.osophic spmt " hich C .
f ' w assirer doubted he would ever complete. AsOrthe work at hand, hi chief .. .._,
.. s purpose was to emphasize the onguuu·
~~: ~~~enth-century philosophy within this larger S10ry.Irs key·
· e restoraUon of philosophical reason to its "classical" voca-non as both unifYin .
shape f th g medium of all intellecrual endeavor and active· roc world. No less a think .
dismissed the Enli h e: than Hegel had, on OCClS1on,
even though his 0 g ~z-mcnt as a passIve "philosophyofreflecrion"-
cian knew better. ;;:r th';;.»umology shows that Hegel the meraphysi-
pret but to chang th nlightenment set OUtnot merely to inter-

. e e world: "[T]h funmam endeavor ofth hiI· e damental tendency and the
e p Osophy of the Enlightenment are not 10 Db-
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servelifeand to portray it in terms of reflective thought ... Thought
consistsnot only in analyzing and dissecting, but in actually bringing
about that order ofrhings which it conceives as necessary, so that by
this act offulfillment it may demonstrate its own reality and truth.?"
Itwasthis novel fusion of cognition and agency that lay ae the core of
the philosophical oudook of the Enlightenment and thus provided
the chief focus ofCassirer's study. Only at the end of the Preface did
hemakeany allusion to the intellectual and political context in which
he wrote, expressing two larger hopes for the book. One was that it
might succeed in overturning "the verdict of the Romantic Move-
ment" on eighteenth-century thought, silencing once and for all the
sloganof"the shallow Enlightenment." Beyond this, the unavoidably
critital character of reflection on the history of philosophy suggested
that contemporary conceptions of " progress" might appear differendy
whenglimpsed in "that bright clear mirror fashioned by the Enlight-
enment": "Instead of assuming a derogatory air, we must take cour-
ageand measure our powers against those of the age of the Enlight-
enment, and find a proper adjustment. The age which venerated rea-
SOnand science as man's highest faculty cannot and must not be lost
evenfor us. We must find a way not only to see that age in its own
shape but to release again those original forces which brought forth
andmolded this shape."" As a political gesture in 1932, this was char-
acteristicallymodest, even oblique- but unmistakable nonetheles~ .
. What shapes appeared to Cassirer in the "bright clear mirror' of

eIghteenth-century chought? The Philosophy of the Etllrghtenment IS

madeup of seven chapters. The first of these, "The Mllld of the En-
Iightenment," serves as a kind of general introduction, e1aborarmg the
pottraitofthe new philosophical reason of the epoch already sketched
. Enli ht nment at
10 the Preface. In point of fact, it seems that the g e , .
I " . ds" ince the chapter IS
eastat the outset, may have been of twO mID , S aJ]in

divi . banbyrec gvided into two unequal partS. Cassirer eg
D' Enli h nment at the rno-A1emberr's own portrait of the French g te , th . ht-

f hil hy'" e «s
mem of its seIf-diseovery inhis ''Elements 0 P osop . d i cen-, lienee an Irs
eenrh century was the century of philosophyparexce th' have been

. . f ason But ere
terplece was indeed a novel concepnon 0 re . . ifi of Enlight-
many "ages of reason" -i-whar was the differentta ~~ : genealogy,
enment rationalism? Cassirer's answer was to cons
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tracing its roots ro the firsr philosophical sYStemof the modem world,
Cartesianism, and the subsequenr impaa on it of the emergence ~
Newtonian natural science. For the result of the success of ewrons
"analytic" method, with its emphasis on empirical induaion, wasto
modify rather than destroy Cartesian rationalism, by eJfecoog anal-
teration and relaxation in its guiding ideals. Here Cassirer invol<td-
to lasting effect-the contrast drawn by D'Aiemberr and echoed by
Candillac, between the "esprit de ryrreme" of Cartesianism and the
"esprit systematique" of the French Enlightenment, the rnodularioc
from noun ro adjective suggesting the more expansive conception of
reason of the latter, now set free from any strictly mathematical or
logical basis. Paradoxically, what "reason" thus lost in rigor and cer-
tainty was more than made up for by a dramatic extension of irs po\\'-
ers, now reaching beyond abstract shape and number ro govern the
physical and moral worlds as well. The result was the discovery of the
jiJrmative powers of philosophical reason that constirured the unique
contribution of the Enlightenment. Having thus rerurned to the cen-
tral theme of the Preface, instead of ending the chapter, Cassirer
made an abrupt change of scene, devoting a short second section en-
tirely to Leibriiz Despite appearances, the rationalism of the larter
was ill fact utterly distinct from that of Descartes -pluralist rather du-
alistorm . t.with cifi .oms , WI a spc c accent on the wnlinuity of monads, IJ]-

stead of a more properly Cartesian obsession with identity and differ-
ence. The result was two-fold. On one hand, the concept of rotnlily or
the whole had for Leibniz a fur greater significance than fur any
French thinice 0 th th _
h . r. n e 0 er hand, since the monad, in contrast tot e matenal arom w .. .
. , , as conceIved ill terms of a unique "force, Leib-

ruzs system also enshrined a cerrain kind Fi .-''-'J .._,,___ . his _tem" . ali 0 t1UQPUl'""f,,)7n_In sys
tity :, ~ ill _enable prerogative is first gained for the individual en-
the Enlig~~=:;,~PShOt of Leibniz's philosophy for the "mind of
ers that, accordin t~ ~asstrer ended the chapter reminding his read-
ndicuJed in F g gend, Lelbruz tended to be either ignored or
fact in "this funr3ndamce-But the example of Catldide was misleading. In
.' ental 0 .. "

SIan form of anal' PposlOon - between the classical Carre-
which originates r:.'~a;:,~at ~ew form of philosophical synthesis
eIghteenth cenrury th h - 'lay the great intellectual tasks which

oug t had to aCcomplish, and which the century
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approachesfrom different angles in its cheory of knowledge and in its
philosophyofnature, in its psychology and in its theory of tile state
and society,in its philosophy of religion and in its aesthetics.'?"
The rest ofT1Je Philosophy a[the Enlightenment was devoted to sur-

veyingthose topics, in precisely that order. In the second chapter, on
"NatureandNatural Science,nCassirer turned first to a mote detailed
accountof rhe emergence and triumph of Newtoniaoism, which,
amongother things, completed me long process, begun two centu-
ries earlier, of permanently separating cosmology from religion. 10
physicsproper, the result of the turn to empiricism was to open me
doorto anew kind of skepticism, which found its ultimate expression
in thephilosophyofHume; the sevenreenm-century concept of "sub-
stance"wasamajor casualty of chis line of thought. The biological sci-
ences,on the ocher hand, which round their major popular represen-
tationin Dideror and made their greatest advance with Buffon's Nat-
ural History-che biological counterpart to Newton-were far less
affectedby epistemological doubt, since chis field of knowledge re-
mainedsubjeccto the continued dominance of Cartesianism. Cassirer
thenconcluded the chapter in me same way that he did me first, by
lookingbeyond French borders. In England, the Cambridge neo-
Platonistskept alive a Renaissance conception of me "dynamism" of
nature.Natural science in Germany, on the other hand, was dorm-
natedby the similar heri cage of Leibniz, and it was in chis domain mat
his impacr was first felr in France, above all through me efforts of
Mauperruis,who happened ro be me major native exponent of New-
tonianism asweU.The ultimate fate of science in the eighteenm ccn-
tuty was in any case inseparable from psychology, the subject of me
thirdchaprer of The Phiwsophy a[the Enlightenment. Here, me destruc-
. f .. . f"· ideas" by me English em-non0 the rationalist concepuon 0 innate 1 cas . al. . . d thr ent of metaphysIC
pinosrs was the counterpart to the e onem .
"substance."This left, however a "core problem," mat of me relano

n
, . . necessary

betweenthe various fields of sensation, whose SOIUDonwas. f. . jdeali » HUltS 0 a
to wardoff me threat of Betkeley's "subJecove 1 sm. h .. Co dillac's novel ernp asis
wayOut of this impasse could be found in n ed b R usseau- Not
nowiUinhis own philosophical psychology,.echo ed Y ~ibniz's rno-
SUprisingly,anomer possible soluaon was irnpli ;:;'t me ultimate
nadology,which dominated me German scene.
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. Kan buiJdin theresolution of the problem was to be found in r, g on
work of Lambert and Terens: "When these two separate streams of
thought of the German Enlightenment joined in ~r, their relative
goal was achieved, and with achievement the goal vanished to be sup-
planted byanew principle and new problems."" '"

From here Cassirer turned in his fourth chapter to religion, Ul reo
gard to which the Enlightenment could lay claim ro three major
achievemenrs. One was to complete the destruction of the dogma of
original sin, bringing the process of secularization begun with the
Reformation to its climax. This move left a "problem" in its wakeas
well, that of theoclicy, or the "'''planation of evil, whose challenge was
to be seen in Voltaire's tormented life-long struggle with the ghost of
Pascal. The solution was only fmally reached with Kant' ethics, which
stripped pleasure and pain of all moral significance-d,ough Kant was
anticipated in this respect by both the aesthetics of Shaftesbury and
the social thought of Rousseau. Kant also gave full expr ion ro a sec.
ond major achievement of Enlightened thinking on religion-the
erection of toleration as a central ethical demand of re1igi us thOU~It
Itself Another German thinker, finally, was responsible for a third
major advance in theology: it was Lessing's Ed"mti(JI1 of HlllllnllUy
that fIrst suggested the means for overcoming the potential contra-
dictIon, Introduced by Spinoza, between religion and history. In rna,
LesSing's achievement pointed beyond d,cology to the wider domain
of histoncal understanding, the subject of the fifth chapter of The
Ph'losophy of the Enlightenment. Here Cassirer set Out specifically ro
~verrurn the Romantic verdict that the Enlightenment was somehow'unhistoncal", 0 th .
. ,.n e contrary, It was the Enlightenment that estab-

lished the conditIons of possibili'ty c: R . hisrorici ._or
Th· 'Or omantIc nasm ltSCll.
hi e trualePd,oneerhere Was Bayle, Whose destruction of one "fuct" ofstonc ogma after an th . .

. 0 er constItuted a veritable "critique of his-toneal reason nTh .
first instance' b ;; terraIn cleared by Bayle was then occupied, in the
of "ideal ty ',,Y e mcompacable Monresquieu, whose conception
of all sUbseqPu

es
and explanatory plUralism have formed the solid basis

enr SOCIalSCIence V I' .
at Cassirer's hands. his hi : 0 raire recC!ved rougher treatment
COnunitmenr to an'aIl Stonography tended to be flawed by his
the dOminance ofth -~OO-statIcconception of human nature, ion of

e anal"",c "r'" . -e--
J - spm In his writing. Among other
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narrativehistorians, only Hume resisted this spirit-though he, too,
lackedthe "buried treasure" of Leibniz's thought, which alone pos-
stssed the ~eans of assigning individuality its true philosophic
weight 10 hisrorical explanation. It was in Germany that the "trea-
sure"of Leibniz's conception of substance was finally released into
circulationby Herder, whose philosophy of history thus broke the
spellofanalyticalthinking once and for all. Indeed, Herder had in one
sensesimplysurpassed the Enlightenment altogether. However, Cas-
sirerinsisted, his break with the immediate past was not total: 'The
conquestof the Enlightenment by Herder is therefore a genuine self-
conquest.It is one of those defeats which really denote a victory, and
Herder's achievement is in fact one of the greatest intellectual tri-
umphs of the philosophy of the Enlightenment. ""

Inthe sixth chapter ofT he PhiwsfJphy of the Enlightenment, on "Law,
State,andSociety," Cassirer reproduced the themes of his contempo-
rary writings on natural law and Rousseau. An opening section ex-
amined the doctrine of inalienable rights as it emerged in the eight-
eenth-century-Cassireradmitted that the notion rested on insecure
foundations, in evident tension with the consensual rejection of "in-
nateideas."Prom here he turned to the adjacent field of contract the-
ory in political thought, where Rousseau turned out to playa role
analogousro that of Herder in the philosophy of history, anchonng
his Ownconception of inalienable rights in the communal rerram of
thestate: "Rousseau did not overthrow the world of the Enlighten-
rnenr;he only transferred its center of gravjty to another position. B~
this intellectual accomplishment he prepared the way for Kant as di
noother thinker of the eighteenth centuty. Kant could find support ill
Rousseauwhen he came to build up his own systematic edifice-that
edifi . nligh ven while It repre-ce which overshadows the E renrnent e . 0"
sentsits finalglorification. "" Cassirer then conduded ThePh,wsophy ~

ch . th book-adose
dJeEnlinbtenmentwith by far the longest apter ill e th." f t of e erner-
analysis,extending across nearly a hundred pages 0 texdi, . lin His

hiI hical sap e.
gence of aesthetics as an independent P asap.. . fan.th the disilltegranon 0
starting-point here, as elsewhere, was WI d' cal aesthetics of
essentiallyCartesian program, in this case the ivist attacks, begin-
Boileau,which duly fell prey to a varIety of subJecn with Hume. The
ning with Bouhours and Dubas, and culminaoog
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triwnph of these psychological theories of an was all roo complete:
"In no other field was the transition from the psychological to the
transcendental approach, by which Kanr finally resolv~ ~ alliance,
so hard ro realize and burdened with so many systernanc difficulties as
in thar of the fundamenral problems of aesrhetics."'" Cassirer thende-
scribed the gradual resolution of these "difficulties," fir r in English
thoughr, with Shaftesbury's reconstruction of Plotinus's concepnon
of"inrelligible beauty" and Burke's recovery of the caregory of the
"sublime," both pointing beyond the limirs of classical aesthetics;
then in the neo-classicism ofGorrsched and the response of various of
his Swiss critics; and finally, in Baumganen him elf, who used Leib-
niz's doctrine of the degrees of knowledge to found the philosophical
autonomy, perhaps even priority, of aesthetic judgment. Ar the Sl1iT

of the chaprer, Cassirer had declared thar the emergence ofche new
diSCIplineof aesrhetics had owed a good deal ro the "pre-established
harmony" between tI'oughr ofrhe grearese philosopher and the great.
esr poerofrhe age: "Kant's philosophy and Goethe's poerry formthe
mre~~ctual goal toward which this movemenr prophetically beck-
ons. The Phdosophy of the Enlightenment concluded, however, WIth
':;;1:;,er Kanrno.r Goethe, bur with the figure ofI..essing: "Ir is above

ecause ofhim thar the century ofrhe Enlighrenment, ro a very
grear exrenr donunared by irs gifr of criticism did nor full prey ro the
merely negative crl'tl'calfun' th.' ..

. . COon - at It was able to reconvert eno.
CISmto creatlve activity and shape it and USeir as an indispensable in-
strumenr of life and ofth ..

No e constanr renewal of the spinr. ""
j W th

whar
even such a srenographic SUll1nl3ryof the book makesc ear, In e first insr . ti

hi cr ance, IS re extenr to which Cassirer made goods euon to pres . h
conceptual '. enr elg teenth-century thoughr"in the uniry of its
Preface he °mnsglnsdanthdof Irs underlying principle." Elsewhere in me

' ISte ar the Enli h . . .rreated as an ecle" g renmenr, "which IS srill usually
in fact dOminare'::'bcrnu;.rure of the mosr diverse thoughr elementS, is

. Ya leW grear fund -, 'd .thStrlcr consisrency d' amen, ... I cas expressed WI

. . an U1 exacr O~-ge _ This . ~_scnptlonOfthebookitseJf . ~'.~~ menr. IS a perf= ""_
narrative form whi h . ' which IS 1Il fact structured around a single

, c ISthen pres d
rext, rhe first subsumed' enre ar two SUccessive levels in the
COurse,a familiar one' the~: the second. The narrative room is, of

. ectlcal developmenr from an initial srare
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ofundifferentiatedunity to one of rupture and fragmentation, in or-
derto arriveat an end-state in which unity has been restored in a
higher,"differentiated»shape. As for the content of the form, the
priorstate is alwayssome variety of Cartesianism, whose certainty is
thenshakenor destroyed hy a species of "analytic" or "psychological"
thought,most often English in inspiration, whose "problems" then
findtheir solution in the emergence of "synthetic" or "transcenden-
tal" philosophy-the privilege, of course, of German thinkers above
all.Eathof the sixsubstantive chapters of The Philosaphy of the Enlight-
enment rellsthe same tale, in effect. Thus Cassirer's account of eight-
eenth-centuryscience began with the challenge posed to Cartesian-
ism byNewtonian "analysis," whose empiricism turned out to lack
stablefoundations,risking a collapse into Hurne's skepticism; the so-
lutionwas to be found in Kant's "Copernican Revolution," whose
originswere traced to the pluralist metaphysics of Leibniz. In psy-
chology,the reign of Descartes's "innate ideas" was cut short by
Lockeandhis successors; the resulting slide toward incoherent sub-
jectivism was stayed by the rediscovery of "will" in CondiUac and
Rousseau,which in rum inspired Kant's restoration of psychic obj,~-
nvuy andwholeness, in the "transcendental unity of appercepuon. It
wasthe dogmatism of Pascal, rather than the rationalism of Descartes,
thatformed the target of Enlightened "analysis" in the domarn of re-
ligion;but the solutions to the moral and intellectual "problems" thus
unleashedwere, again, owing to the efforts of German thinkers-
Kant's"practical reason" and defense of toleration, Lessmg's recon-
ciliationof religion and history. As for historiography, it was here a
French Protestant, Bayle who challenged the rule of dogmaU

sm
,. ' . . G Y where

Cartesian or Catholic but the story again ended U1 erman,, . . d Ii . . ely ended an
Herder, reaching back once more to Lelbmz, e U11UV . . f his-
unstableperiod dominated by an "analytical" Wlderstan~f 0 th

. . 'cal th h traced a SlIHUarpa ,
tory. Cassirer's account of polin oug r th cen-. . . th . f the seventeen
movmg from the rationalist nghts eones 0 . h th and
tury to the liberal doctrine of inalienability U1 thehe1g tdeetlnle'same

th· finally s owe
then from Rousseau to Kant. Aes encs, ' rh "psy-. . . f B ileau gave way to e
trajectory: me Cartesian c1asslosm 0 0 d Burke then paved
chologisms" ofDubos or Bume; Shaftesbutyd an esthetic theory U1
th lida . f fully mo em ae way for the conso non 0 a
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Baumgarten and Kant, which emerged in "pre-eseabli hed hannooy"
with the artistic practice of Lessing and Goethe. .
At the same time these are not simply discrete case-studies of

topics in eighteendl-~entury thought, nor is the ordcr ofrheir presen-
tation an accidental one. For taken together, the separate chapters of
The Philosophy of the Enlightemnellt reproduce precisely the same~.
rive at a higher level of generaliry. Here the fir r chapter, depicdng
the "Mind of the EnJ;ghtenment," plays a crucial enabling role. Foras
we have seen, far from attributing a inglc, table outlook to the En-
lightenment, Cassirer instead produced an elaborate description of
what was essentially the French ver ion of'ir, caught in a long momenr
of disequilibrium_in transition, thar is, from the reign of the "esprit
de systeme" to that of the "esprit systematique." The chapter then con-
cluded by shifting abrupdy to a snapshot ofLeibniz., itting offstage.
ItWas the essential "task" of the EnlightenmCllt as a whole, irer
insisted, to bridge the gap between the "analytic" utlook of the one
and the "synthetic" project of the other- to combine, as it were, a
French melody and a German counterpoint. the uccecd.ing six
chapters pursue this project, the center of graviry of the narrative
gradUally shifts from the Frenc1l to the German cene, with English
thinkers, again, serving asmediators_of the "vanishing" variety, one
IStempted to add-between the two. Thus the c1lapters devored ro
SCIence and pSYc1lologyare still donUnated by aCCOUOlliof French
iliought, ending with mere gestures in the direction of Leibniz or
Kant. The gap begins to close in the next three chapters, each of
:,hich Concludes WIth descriptions of German resolutions CO Frenchproblems" in K Les .
clim .' ant, sUlg, and Herder. The story then reaches its
th ax in the last chapter, with irs ascorushingly derailed account of
e.emThergenceof German aesilietics' indeed the weighr ofrhis chap-terUl ePh'lo hy " ~

proper lies .' .sop of the Enlighten"'elU:, which lacks any conclusion
' in Its presentatIon ofBaum.,.,~CIl'S aesthetic theorv as insomesensetheclim d . ,,~. 'J

as awhole. ax an end-poillt of the European Enlightenment
Inpoint of fact this is unlikel

iliat Cassirer Was in' - Yto surprise any reader who knowsSomesense" K .
basic shape ofilie nan- . a nco- antIan"pbilosopher. For thef . .tIveatthisle I"".h"_"o tOPICSof Kant's three 0 . . ve 'ilI~.uuuy reproduces me order

"''''lues: Cassirer's c!lapters move from the
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scientificand epistemological terrain of the first to the religious and
moraltopicsof the second, and then conclude at the doorstep of the
CrttlqlleofJlldg""mt itself. Moreover, there was a precedent for the
emphasisplaced upon the aesthetic in this design. For Cassirer em-
phaticallybelongedto the camp of those interpreters of Kant who see
his aesthetic theory asthe capstone of the critical system as a whole-
the chapteron the Critique ofJudgmtmt in Kants Leben und Lehre oc-
cupiesroughly the same position and weight as the chapter on aes-
theticsin The Phiwsophy of the Enlighttmmtmt. At the same time, there
is anevident problem for any attempt to read the book as a "Kantian"
accountofeighteenth-cenrury thought tout court. This is the fact that
Cassirerquite clearly excluded Immanuel Kant himself from the En-
lightenment. The plan of The Phiwsophy of the Enlightenment echoes
that of Kant's critical philosophy; and Kant is referred to continually
in its pages-che place he occupies in its index puts him in the same
rank asDiderot and Voltaire. Yet there is no extended discussion of a
majorwork of Kant's anywhere in the book, even where it is most to
be expected. Over andover Cassirer's chapters lead the reader in a di-
rectionforwhich one work or anocher of Kant's would seem to be the
logiealend-point, only to Stop short, concluding with discussions of
whatcome to seem to be so many substitutes or "precursors"-
Lessing,Herder, Rousseau, Baumgarten. Behind these, there is the
figure of one other German thinker, whose works do recerve ex-
tended cliscussion in The Phiwsophy of the Enlighttmment, and who III

factlooms as a far larger presence in rhe book than Kant-Lelbmz,
surprisingly enough. The paradox here looks acute: the one major
German thinker of the epoch to align himself self-conscously and
unequivocallywith the Enlightenment appears to have been excluded
from Cassirer's srudy in favor of a philosopher who clied a half-

, I ibl b id to have arrived illcenrury before the movement can p ausi y e Sal ,

Germany What is the explanation for this? aI. .' r" II ctU career
In a fascinatin litieal reading of Cossrre s inre egpo'd L' has suggested that

down to the moment of his exile, Davi 'pton The Phiwsophy of the
Cassirer's trearrnent of Kant, or lack thereof, ill chin" . »in the face of wren g
Enlightenmtmt was in effeet an evaslOn . . f W imar.. . . e Both the lffiploslon a e
philosophieal and polioeal pressur . db Heidegger ought to
liberalismand the intellectUal challenge pose y
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have led Cassirer to a new, more profound engagement with ~t
His study of the Enlightenment brought him to the threshold ofJUSt
such a project; but in the end, he nervously werved awa : ':Und<r
these circumstances Cassirer undoubtedly felt that to re-examine the
nature of reason would only further undermine the cause of hwnan
freedom."" Lipton's suggestion is to be respected; we will rerum ina
moment to the character of The Philosophy oftbe EnJighrmmml asa p0-
litical statement. But it may explain too much. For . er's handling
of Kant in the text is not only a good deal more coherent and nuanced
than it appears at first glance; but it in fact becomes still morc intdli-
gible when the book is restored to the COntext of his mature philo-
sophical thought as a whole. As we have cen, the Preface alerted the
reader to the fact that the text Was to be regarded as one more "pre-
liminarystudy" for amuch larger project, that of a "phcnomcnologyof
the philosophic spirit." Philosophy, in other words, was here under-
stood as another "symbolic form," in Cassirer's technical sense of the
term, in whose history the Enlightenment Wasonly one pecificm0-
menr, Indeed, it is one of the great rhetorical achievements of The
;:htlosophyof lhe Ifnlightenmmt that Cassirer Was able to present the
dramanc action of eighteenth-century thought as a coherent, self-
endosed narranve, while also continually conjuring up the shape of a
Wider philosophical drama extending before and after the story athand At 0 d till .
. . ne en, s is what exp1airls the dose attention that Cas-
srrer devoted in the book to seventeenth_cenn.~ rationalism, Des-
Cartesabove all whi h,'cd . . -- J
. . .' c Stn y speaking, ought be thought ro F.ill out-
Sidehis purview. At the other, there is Kant, whose thought is (X)OSis-
tenrly presented as marking both the "culmination" of the Enlighten-
thmend

t
andl,ts cancellation, for the launching of an entirely Dew .-h._ in

e eve opmentofphil h Cass' r-.
10SOphyas an "edifi osop y. irer's description of Kant's phi-
whil . ice which overshadows the Enlightenment evene it represents't final .
own understan' is. glorification" was perfectly 10)'ll1ro Kant's
is harcllynec ding of his relanon to the Enlightenment_rbough it

essary to add that th 'din
Wasnor Kant but He el th e gui g spirit behind thi narrative
Cassirer's "Phenomen~l~ . e"ongmal rnodel for this and the rest of
Kant, the result of full gies of form. GiVen this unclerstanding of
IosophyoftheEnlight".n";'C:e presentation ofhis iliougllt in ~ Phi-

, lOgIcallyenough, could only have been to
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diminish the Enlightenment, turning it into a mere preamble to
Critical Philosophy. Instead, Cassirer chose to reduce Kant to some-
thing like a gestutai presence in the text, with his place, and that of
classicalIdealism as a whole, "held" by the series of transitional figures
who occupy center stage in the book. Moreover, there was a specific
lOgICIn grantiog Leibniz a certain pride of place among these, in addi-
non to Cassirer's own evident affection for him: rather than being a
central figure in the Enlightenment proper, Leibniz serves as the in-
dispensable bridge linking its immediate predecessor, the philosophic
culture of rationalism, to its immediate successor, that of classical
Gennan Idealism.

It is perhaps nor surprising to discover that the Enlightenment was
in some sense subordinated to classical Idealism in Cassirer's book,
given the depth of his own philosophic commitments to the great
themes ofthe larrer tradition. "Needless to say," he wrote in the Pref-
ace, "following Kant's achievement and the intellectual revolution ac-
complished by Kant's Critique of Pure Reason, it is no longer possible
to return to the questions and answers of the philosophy of the En-
lightenment. "" But neither was there any need for such a "return,"
since che most original concribution of the Enlightenment to moder-
nity survived the movement itself, finding a still more secure home at
the heart of classical Idealism. This was its "activist" conception of
philosophic reason, whim "attributes to thought not merely an imita-
tive function but the power and the task of shaping life itself." The
philosophy of the Enlightenment set out not merely to understand
the world, but to use that understanding freely to remake it, according
to its lights. This is indeed the central, enduring theme ofThePh,loso-
pJryoftheEnJightenmmJ:, and no reader is likely to forget the VlYldnesS

with whim Cassirer presents the idea in the Preface and first chapter
of the book. To make sum a claim, however, is to pOlnt to another
paradox, whim will return us to the question of Cassirer's politics.

. . f this kind of
For ifwe ask ourselves what examples CasslIer cites 0 .

. . . and practlces were
philosophic reason in action - what illsutuOOns b
actually shaped by Enlightened thought-the answer appeftharsto Ide
. . ·gnmakero ewor
virtually none. The idea of philosophy as soveret earth . -. .. b ught to ill con
largcly remains just that, an Idea-It 15 never to Iiti .

ch devoted to po ncs ill
crete instances. It is noticeable that the aprer
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ThePhiwsophy of the E'Uightennutlt, where the notion might havebeen
expected to find its chief illustration, is by fur the slend~ In ~e
book; the topic of "enlightened despotism," the zone of phiJosophicaJ
activity par excellence in the second half of the eighte":"th cenrury,.1S
never broached. Beyond this, probably the largest Ingle ~ In

Cassirers study is the total disregard of economic theory and praCtIce;
neither Smith nor physiocracy make an appearance in the pagesofTbe
PhiwsophyoftheEnlightemnC1lt. The garden later tilled by Peter Gay In

Voltaire's Politier, and the entire domain of Enlightened politicalprac-
tice, reformist and revolutionary, magisterially cultivated by Franco
Venturi, were utterly neglected by Cassirer, If it is appropriate to
speak of an "evasion" in the book, it is probably here in what appears
to be the near-total excision ofpolitier from an ac ounr of the Enlighr-
enment that insists on placing a conception of conscious "iJt11l:J at irscore.

A full explanation of this anomaly would poinr us to a larger pattern
of Omission and occlusion in Cassirer' dl0Ught. In a thinker re-
nowned for the encyclopedic breadth of his vi ion, such gaps as there
are come to have, in a sense, a ((symptomatic" look to them. There is a
very striking contrast, for example, between Hermann Cohen's pas_
SIOnate, life-long engagement with both the imeUecrual traditions of
socialism and dl0se of modem Jewish philosophy, and his star pupil's
almOSt complete silence about them. It is unlikdy to be accidental
that psychoanalysis, too, failed to attracr any attention from Cassirer."
At all events, the explanations for both of the features ofl1Jt PhiIoJopbyt:Enhghtenment ~ghJjghted here-irs paradoxical treatment of
ant, Slll1u1taneously in" and "beyond" the Enlightenment, and its

apparent repression of the "politics" ofrh doubt
to be traced to the e movernent-are ~
ikin same SOurce.At me end of the day what IS most

Pstr. gl about C~sirers Study in its proper historicai context, sur-nSlllg y enough ISIts ali ". .
kind In ' qu ty as a POhtu:alllltervention of a unique. Some ways Cassi J lib ralis
f d .' Ire,s e m can be seen to have con-anne recOgDIzably to a national '.
concern with th f . type, reflecnng a WIder Germane ree express 0 f'i di . .
the various dam.;". full no III VIdual personality, above all In-~o c ture Atdl' _consistent cosmopoli. . . e same tlme, however Cassirer's
alist tincture in this li~'- the almOst complete lack of any nation-

r m - marks him OUtas very unusuaJ indeed



in the German context. As we have seen, his reaction to the catastro-
pheof the Great War was to seek reliefin a celebratory recovery of the
cultural past of the nation; yet his constant focus throughout Freiheit
ulld Form was on those moments when German thought converged
with wider European streams-the Reformation, the Enlighten-
ment, and the rights-based ethical liberalism of the present. What
seemsdear is that he now repeated the gesture in The Phi/mophy of the
E'liightmmetlt, on a grander scale, in the face of a srill more elire emer-
gency.For by the early thirties, the strain of European liberalism to
which Cassireradhered had reached the very nadir of its historical for-
tunes. Before its political thought and practice could even begin to
stagea recovery from the clisaster of the Great War, the inflation of
therwenties and then the Depression itself threw its economic insti-
tutions and doctrines into utter elisarray. Nowhere was the crisis of
liberalcivilization felt more acutely than in Germany, where the de-
clineof Weimar constitutionalism into Nazi elictatorship proved to
bethe deepest sounding of its depths.

Cassirer's response to this crisis-obviously personal as well as na-
tional-was to seek consolation and inspiration alike in a vivid por-
traitofEuropean civilization at the moment of its maximum intellec-
tual and cultural unity, in the epoch when the lacerations of early-
modem religious conflict first lay securely behind it, and the elivisions
oflater nationalist contention were srill well in its future. Casslrer's
recoveryof the Enlightenment was all the more compelling in that
the unity he ascribed to it was neither simple nor facile. The cos-
mopolitanism he described by no means canceled the differences be-
tween national intellectual rraelitions, which continued to feature
prominently in his text. The clistinction berween Anglo-French ZtW-
li"'eion and German Kulsur, a token not only of German conservaosm
butof a good deal ofliberaJ thought as well, was not simply set aSide
b. . _1.;_ cl r to a properly hard-
YCassirer but surpassed, to sornen ..ing ose, b .d Eo the result-
wonAu""ebu"o. There was naturally a price to e pal or~u v . h . C sirer's render-
ing "totalization" of the Enlightenment, whic , to as . all. f ad m phiwsophy above .
mg, became a moment in the career 0 m e dake i essary to set Kant, an
The result, on the one hand, was to melt nec. fth Enli ht-. be d the preClOetSa e g
German Idealism as a whole, Just yon of the latter.
enmenr itself in order to maintain the full autonomy,
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Whatever else they achieved, Cassirer's efforts in this regard bear the
marks of an almost superhwnan rhetorical taa under the circum-
stances. On the other hand, the Story of the "dramatic action" of the
philosophy of the Enlightenment also required that a good deal of its
acrualpolitics, reformist or revolutionary, be et aside as well. InPOUlt
offact, it is not quite accurate to peak of a simple repression of a p0-
litical moment in the text. Instead, what seems to have occurred was a
displacement from the political to the aesth.tit: rc:a1m-as the other,
less divisive domain in which the idea of reason as the active ,,"of
the worJdcould be brought to earth. The aesthetic theories of Baum-
garten and Kant, the artistic achievements of Lessing and Goethe,
were presented, in a sense, as promissory notes for a future politics. If
the authority for this move can be traced back to Kanr himself, there
were contemporary parallels as well. In a famous essay on Walter
Benjamin, Fredric Jameson once reminded readers that "nostalgia as a
political motivation"-"anosralgia conscious of irself, a lu id and re-
morseless dissatisfaction with the present On the grounds f some re-
membered plenitude"-was not the privilege of Fascism alone, bur
had Its counterparts on the Left." In Cassirer's PhiloJOflhy of dx En-
z,ghtenment, we seem to be presented with a similarly "lucid nostalgia"
of the Center, from the same epoch _ as ifencouraging European lib-
eralism, at Its darkest hour, to begin ro reconstruct its identity by
means of a meditatlon on its happy youth.

Conclusions: Abstraaion and Reflection
/: IEtntWOulhd be wrong to suggest that the <haracrer ofTh. Ph;J.....,}w of

" e tg: tenment li ical ~J'"J
fW . . as a po U sratement-~one o~e masrSl2i.eccso eunar liberalism a fittin Ge

gi~adeILiber~lim E g rmhasancounterpart to, say, Rug-
til . w "ropeo- somehow been overloosedun now. Twenty vcars aft . '"

till J er ItS uunal publication the book coulds provoke sUtpris I '
harShness co' frUlg Y Strong responses. One stands OUt in irs

, rnmg om what may b . . .'
the Speetatm- in th aft e a surpnsmg source. Wnting in
Alfred Cobban dec~~e: . er the book's first appearance in English,
the Enlightenment ~as\:'thOUt further ado that Cassirer's portrait of
produced, in a misguidJro;'undly wrong.» What the author bad

e Ott to demOnstrate the fundamental
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unity ofEuropean thought, was essentially only a "German history."
Amongthe ourrages in The PhiloJophy of the Enlightenment was the fact
that the caealyricrole that rightfully belonged to Locke had been
usurped byLeibniz; and, at the other end of the century, that utili-
tarianismbad disappeared entirely, while the thought of Herder and
Kantwas presented as the culmination of the Enlightenment. The
effectofCassirer's narrative-obviously unintended by the author, a
"good European"-was ro add "the Enlightenment to the genealogi-
cal tree of the Nazi movement." The English and French reader,
Cobbanconduded, could be forgiven for declining to see "the found-
ersof German idealism and nationalism" as having contributed very
muchto the "process of man's progressive self-liberation. ""
Cassirerhad plainly touched a nerve-there is perhaps something

refreshingabour recalling so strong a reaction to the book, given the
combinationof veneration and condescension with which The Phi-
kJ,ophy of the Enlightmmmt tends to be viewed today. Issues of na-
tionalpride aside, the exam pie of Dialectic of Enlightenment from the
Left is there to suggest that Cobban was not entirely wrong to worry,
fromthe Right, about suggestions of a filiation linking the European
Enlightenment to European Fascism. At the same time, it also seems
dear that what were vices for Cobban were precisely the vjrt'ucs that
recommended The PhiloJophy of the Enlightenment to its post-War
audience,especially in the United States. For this was the moment
whenthe brand of liberalism for which Cassirer stood had begun to
makeits astonishing recovery from the trough of the inter-war years,
and was showing the first fruits of this resurgence under Amencan
sponsorship. In the epoch of the Schuman Plan and the Treary of
Rome,whar could be more appropriare than a portrait of the Enlight-
enment as, in effect, the joint production of French and Germ~
thinkers? In face, it might be thought that the combmanon of politi
cal . .' I behind the emergent msntu-

will and econonuc design that ay .' of the
tions of the European Communiry was a perfect illustranon ak. . onrem-
newkind of historical agency_philosophic reaso~:E~ ~t::nment.
mgthe world-whose ongms Casslrerlocated m alism Jer the War
Aboveall, the intellectual reconstrUcnon of Iiber .' of German
required the careful rehabilitation of the main r:d.i:~~esson of The
thought and culture. In this regard, one suspects at
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Philosophy of the E"lightennumt for most of irs re<lde~ in thi period,
especially those in America, was precisely the opposue of rhat feared
by Cobban-the message that Kant, Lessing, Herder, and Goethe
were all "good Europeans" as well, active conrriburors to the collec-
tive, cosmopolitan effort ofrhe Enlightenment.

At me same time, mere is an obvious limit ro any acrcropt to ex-
plain the reception of Cassirer's book in primarily political terms ..In
order to arrive at a fuller estimation of me achievemems and qualities
mat have made The Philosophy of the E"lightennu,/& an enduring cl~c,
we need to turn to a review whose lavish praise is at least as urpnsmg
as Cobban's brusque elismissal. A French tran lation of77Je PlJiUwphy
of the E"lightenmem was delayed until 1966, when it was brought OUt
as the inaugllral volume in Fayard's Histoire SII7l.S frontiires series, ed-
ited by Fran~ois Purer and Denis Richer, The first major comment
came from Michel Foucault, fresh from completing La 111011 et la cho-
ses, writing in the Quinzaine litttfrRire during its first year." What
made for the "actuality" ofCassirer's masterpiece, thirty years after lIS

first publication, wrote Foucault, was that we are aJ/. in some sense
"neo-Kantians," living with "the impossibiliry, for Western thought,
of overcOming the gash (coupure 1opened up by Kant." The supreme
rncnr of The Philosophy of the Enlighte."nmt was that it reposed the es-
sentia] questIon: "what arc the faralities of reflection and knowledge
that made Kant possible and necessitated me constitution of modem
mought?" Kant had Sought to establish me conelition of possibiliryof
sCientIfic knOWledge. In a mimetic gesture mat added a pro oundly
unPOrtant reflexive climension, Cassirer set OUtto establish me condi-
tIons of possibiliry for Kantianism itself, me "enigma" mat fur tWO
centuries has rendered Western mought "blind to its rnoderniry." For
mere ISnOdling less at Stake here, Foucault went on man the identityand autonomy of od . . elf ' .
id ificsr- m enury Its . Two great CUrtenrs of nostalgic
en~n~~atIonhhave flOwed from me birth of me modem epoch at the

o e elg teenm century. a "HelJpn;" din "- HOOk!-erlin to Heide er . _usm, "'nco g rrorn 0
->,.. gg ,and an attachment to me Enlightenment, de-scenU'l1g from Marx t I.e . S

Onthe side oftra d 0 VI- trauss. "To be Greclc Or Enlightened,
made lan"'lageth ge y °frm

meEneydopeelia, mat of poetry Or me weU-
"'- , at 0 e monun fB'

sentation Such is m dil go Clng Or me noon of Reprc-
' e emma from whidl modem thought ... has
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ymoescape."Cassirer himself came down on the side of the Enlight-
enment.But the lessonofhis book lay not so much in h.is political de-
cision,as in the methodological model that accompanied it. For Cas-
sirer's return to the eighteenth century proceeded by means of a
"foundationalab traction" that, on the one hand, set aside the appeals
to "individualmotivation" and "biographical accident" that made for
the substance of psychological explanation, and, on the other, de-
ferred consideration of social and economic determinations. The re-
sultwas to uncover, for the first time, an "autonomous world of dis-
cursivethought," whose ordering principles and laws of motion could
begrasped in their own terms. What Cassirer had left behind, in his
flightfrom the Nazis, was a manifesto for a new kind of history of
thought, still to be accomplished.
There is an attractive irony in the fact that Foucault could hail The

Philcwphy ofEnlightetlmmt for hewing the way to a new intellectual
history, at precisely the moment that spokesmen for the new "social
hisrory"of the Enlightenment-whose later practitioners have often
looked to Foucault himself for inspiration-were first declaring its
modelobsolete.In rerrospecr, it is not at all difficult to see the parallels
betweenCassirer's "phenomenology" and Foucault's "archeology" of
the human sciences, indeed between the project of The Philosophy of
SymboficFtmnIand the whole enterprise of Foucault's thought, at least
downtoTheArr:heowgyo[K1Wlvledge- convergences all the more strik-
ing,given theembatded "humanism" of the one and the strident "ann-
humanism"oftheother. Inany case, Foucaultwas certainly right about
oneaspect of the lasting appeal of The Philosophy of the Enllffhtenment.
Wehaveseen thatCassirer set out to overturn the Romannc verdict on
the Enlightenment's "sh.al1owness." His success in establishing its
philosophicdepth., once and for all, depended on just the manner o~
"foundational abstraction" described by Foucault-hiS brackenng 0

.. 'cal'a1 kind, in order to focus onexplananoDSofeltherapsycholog:> orsoo .
adescription of the "dramatic action" of the thought of the Enlidgfinhten1-. chi do themostvlVldan e y
ment, The result waswhat rematnS to s y hi! hy a
wroughr of all general surveys of eighteenth-century p asap. '

. schlhiIn~Cas=DlajOrworkofhistorical/iteratJt""aswelias 0 ars p. . h ,I"th. .' in The Ph,losop I)' OJ e
achieved more than just effecnve descnpnon . fel 'calldealisro
EnlightenmetlL. His roots in the dialectical rradinono assi
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made it possible to give the book a narrative thrust that is IacI:ing in
Foucault's Own handling of "discursive thought, ~ in which, notorI-
ously, narrative explanation of ideas, or their dynamic over time, rends
to give way to static description and categorization. This, In tum,
ptobablyexplains why it has never proven particularly difficult fiJdattr
historians to restore one "missing" dimen ion or an ther to Cassirtr's
account of the Enlightenment, without dranlaticalJy altering its sub-
stance. Cassirer's Ownessay on Rousseau shows how easily the move:to
biographical evidence and explanation could be made; the: different
"social histories" of Gay and Damton reveal something of the:same:for
the restoration ofCassirer's "high Enlightertmeo~ texts to their social
and economic context.

But what of the other dinlension ofTbe Pbilosopbyof rbebl1;giJtCII-
menthigWighted byFollcault-not its method, but itspartipris? It is
evident thar Foucault respected Cassirer's quiet defense of the:En-
lightenment, even if the choice Wasnot quite his own, 10 specifYing
the two great alternatives fucing the modem age- the camps, rough-
ly, of Enlightened rationalism and Romantic reaction _ Foucault sug-
gested in an aside that the "monstro ity" of ierzsche Wasperhapsto
belong to both at the same time- a sentence later he asserted that ifth . , 1

e antId,esis still dominated modem thought, it Was nevertheless
possIble to sense it "shaking beneadl our feet." The hope of discover'
mg a third path, of eluding a choice between, as it were, Marx and
Beldegger~ of COurseanimated Foucault for much of his intellectual
~aree~ Unlike many of his POStrnodem successors, however, it is not
likear at Foucault Wasever satisfied that he found such a path-nor,
B ed°ther thinkers who followed, Was he ever tempted by a retreat toer egger If anvrht-, th ._
ul . . ] ullUg, e ltrnerary of his later career with irs com-p Slve returns to the terrain of Kan '
position Was th cl t, suggests that Foucault's fioaI
As f Th ra er oser to that ofCassirer than might be expected.
COmOrllin

e
Pb'losophy of the Enlightemnent, if it is indeed the most

pe g of aU twentIeth-century "defc "
it is surely not b f _ enses of the Enlightenmcot,
Object of Study y ~y 0 any Slratghtfonvard identifiauion with its
-etation At-th

m
e style, say, of Gay's The Enli-htenment: An In---. J''' . e OUtset C . --0'

tended neither to celeb ' asSlter warned his readers that be in-rate nor to '"
motto Was instead borrow CrItICiZethe EnJight=eot; his

ed from Spmoza -"non ridere, non tugm,
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nequedetestare, sed inteJJigere" ("Smile not, lament not, nor condemn,
butunderstand"). Indeed, much of the power of Cassirer's text de-
nvesprecisely from its serene, even Olympian "objeetivity"-from
the sense that one is gazing on the Enlightenment from the "out-
SIde,."affo.rdinga view of it as a whole, as a totality, together with a
fleeringglimpse of Its place within an even larger narrative of struggle
and emancipation.

In the end, we are left with Cassirer's own image for grasping our
relationshipto the eighteenth century from the vantage-point of the
twentieth-cthe notion of the Enlightenment as holding up a "bright
clearmirror" to the present. The metaphor is more srudied and am-
biguousthan might appear at first glance. Elsewhere in Cassirer's
writing,reflection of this kind could rakeonasinister aspect. In the first
chapterof TheMyth afthe State he invoked the scene in the "Witch's
Kitchen"fromthe first part ofFmlJt, in which Faust, in pursuit of eter-
nal youth, falls prey to a beautiful phantom glimpsed in an enchanted
glass-the shadow of his own imagination, scoffs Mephistopheles."
Themenace in question here was the Romantic retreat to mythical
thought, inwhose mirror could first be glirn psed rhe furies later set free
bynationalismand fascism. Other thinkers have of course seen a rerum
ofrepressedelements of mythical thought in the Enlightenment itself,
"intertwined" with its rationalism. For his part, Cassirer allowed that a
gaze inthe mirrorofthe Enlightenmentwas likely to be disconcerting:
"Muchthatseems ro us rodaythe result of ,progress' will be sure to lose
itslusterwhen seen in this mirror; and much that we boast of will look
strangeand distorted in this perspective." Nevertheless, he went on,
"weshouldbe guilryofbasryjudgrnent and dangeroUS self-decepnon If
weweresirnplyroascribe these distortions to opaque spots in the rrur-
ror,rather than to look elsewhere for their source. The slorn: Sap":
aude, which Kant called the 'morro of the Enlightenment, also hoi
forour own historical relation to that period."" More than sixty yearths

la
.. d g1 fth Enlightenment, WI

ter,It isnot clear that the enchante ass 0 e d all fits. d"di . " has exhausre a 1
itsclearrefiections, opacities, an stotUons, . d f fI f rill . into this mirror, friends an oes 0
essons orus.Forthoses gazmg. if hEn/.' htenmentre-
philosophical modernism alike, The Ph,wsophy ate tg;

mains an incomparable guide.
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Difference:An Enlightenment Concept

"Thedismantling of the universal is widely considered one of the
foundinggestures of rwentieth-century thoughr," Naomi Schor has
wntten. While giving wide chronological berth to universalism's ne- .
furious irnplicarions->from the panish inquisition to the "genocidal
m=c:es of our own blood-soaked cenrury"-Schor plants univer-
S:WSmItself firmly in the Enlightenmenc, and then draws a straighr
line from it to the Holocaust. "Following Max Horkheimer and ]
Theodor Adorno," she explains, "the Enlightenment leads to Ausch-
witz; after Auschwitz, the Enlightenment is a bankrupC, discredited,
blighted dialectic." In this chapter I would like to address the de-
monization of the Enlightenment by posrrnodem critics like Naomi
Schorby questioning the simple identification between Enlighten-
ment and universalism on which it is based .
. Schor, herself, it must be said, maintains her distance from this
SImplisticidentification of universalism with the Enlightenment-
but only to point out that 'miversalis7n has a long history, going back
to the Greeks, and that the Enlightenment is but one "very crucial"
episode in this history. She thus frees universalism from the Enlight-
enment, but the Enlightenment remains nevertheless a synecdoche
for universalism: an episode in its history that can convemendy be

made to stand for it.' .
Iwould like to challenge the identification of universalism With

Enlightenment- nor to deny that universalism was a central the,::;:,
Enlighrenment thoughc, but to assert that difference was an ~ Y
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important theme. I will argue that difference, tOO, is an Enlighten-
ment concept, and that any understanding of the Enli~renment
must account for the discourse of difference as well as and In relation
to that of universalism. Moreover, I would suggest that conrempo-
rary discourse is seriously impoverished when the d.iscursiv: possibili-
ties opened up by the Enlightenmenr are reduced to universalism,
One arena in which this conceptual poverty is most obvious and trou-
bling is feminism.

In fact, Schor's article is a contribution to the current debate
among feminists concerning whether feminism should abandon its
traditional faith in the universal discourse of equaliry and rights that
constitutes the Enlightenment legacy and hould insread join forces
with pOstrnodernism in combating the universal and its false prom-
ises.' As feminist theorists have increasingly chosen the postmodem
position, a cry of protest has arisen from those (historians in particu-
lar) who see no alternative but to embrace the universal even more
tightly: "The Declaration of the Rights of Man and Citizen in August
1789 put rights on the agenda, and they have srayed there in one fonn
Or another ever since," declares Lynn Hunt. "To disrni thi as the
ongms of tOtalitarianism Ora con job to deprive women of their rights
ISto willfuJly overlook a bigger and ultimately more important tory,
that of the challenge posed to the old order by new conceptions of in-dividuaI rights. '"

If we look more closely at the Enlighrenment legacy for feminism,
however, we find that it contributes as much to the discourse of dif-
ference.as it does to univerSalistic individualism. Consider, for exam-
pie, artIcle III of Olympe de Gouges's Dtdamtjq" des droit: tk fafemme (1791)' "Th Pri . I

. . e rmClp e of all sovereignty rests essentially withthe natron which is thin b th .
bod an ' . '. no g Ut e W1lon of woman and man; no

Y d no mdivldual can exercise any authority whim does norcome expressly from . ,~ J. .
stress d th It. eanne Derom's Sainr-Simonism, whiche e complementariry f .
of a whole" ial i di . 0 men and women in the construcnonSOCI 10 VIdual'" all' .
menr discours f diff, , IS equ y mdebted to an Enlighrea-
Deroin's ar",,: 0 c erence. As Joan SCOtt writes the premise of

b~"enr ror nghts w th . and
women based 0 thei di as e complemenranty of men
Without the othenr 'Meod

,r
fference, and the incomplereness of one

. em fe~,-' ell ... ~usm r ecrs not One but rwo domi-
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nant strains in Enlightenment thought: a universalistic discourse of
individualismand a discourse of difference founded on gender com-
plementarity and natural sociabili ty.
Yet Scott, like Schor and Hunt, takes universalism to be the En-

lightenment's only legacy and thus the sole discursive basis of modem
feminism. She argues that "women's ambiguous status as objects and
subJectS"emerged directly from the universalistic discourse of the
Revolutionary Declaration of the Rights of Man and Citizen. The
recognition of women "as civil agents and their exclusion from poli-
ocs,"sheasscrrs, in rum "engendered feminism." Itwas the Declara-
tion's universalism alone, and not the more complex Enlightenment
legaeyof universalism and difference, which established the discursive
parameters within which feminist writers from Olympe de Gouges
on maintained that women had both the sarne (universal) political
righu as men and (different) special needs which demanded protec-
non, Because Scott sees only universalistic indi vidualism coming out
of the Enlighrenment, she argues that, for feminists, the Enlighten-
ment has "only paradoxes to offer m

Feminism docs have roots in the Enlightenment, but the Enlight-
enment cannot be reduced to a universalistic discourse of individual-
ism. In the eighteenth century, inelividualism was not a simple asser- [
tion of auronomy, but was framed within theories of natural sociabil-
ity and gender complementariey, as well as by practices of voluntary
association which shapedeighteenth-cencuty eultute.'.The meliVldual
wasnot simply cut loose from all ties to brave it alone m.the world.as
romantics would later represent him; rather inelividualiey and socia-
bility went hand in hand, just as it was inelividuality that made the
public more than JUSta mass and publicity that allowed melivlduality
robeenacced and experienced.' Moreover, to the degtee that the in-
dividual was gendered masculine, he operated within a world in

hich bo ed
. nifi d cknowledged roles. Indeed,

w th sexes play sig cant an a .
the masculine discourse of universalism was at least in part a reacudon

. . hich en as women ha a
agamst the discourse of difference in w worn f. . . eli ourses defme a range 0
SIgnificant place. These two compenng sc th r rna be said to
discursive and political posslbiliues which roge e. Y d by ei-. h than that trnagme
constitute an Enlighrcruncnt lega"f. ric er . the Enlightenment
ther posrmodemists or fem1U1sts. In locanng
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discourse of difference, I aim ro expand not only Our unde~of
the eighteenth century, but the discursive and political possibilities
available ro us today. . .

The Enlightenment discourse of difference was artl.culated ~. the
cultural spaces of urban sociability in which the pracnces of civiliry
were cultivated. Difference, it should be noted, has always been at the
bottom of the need for civility. In the seventeenth century, French
men and women came ro aristocratic salons to learn how to act nobly,
which is to say, how ro distinguish themselvcs from others through
the practice of civility. In the salon, One set of differences, based 00
birth, was devalued and replaced with another, based on campon-
rnent, manners, and a shared discourse. To be civil was to act nobly,
and thus to be noble. Nobles were people who hared a er of manners
and a discourse, defined by rules of comporonent which regulated
how they were to relate to One another as persons who were admit-
redly different, in a society defmed by ranks and orders. "Tbe JJ01mm
homme was the man of whatever social origin who appropriated to
himself noble clvilitt," writes Carolyn Lougee. "The ideology of the
salons rested on this substitution of behavior for birth.?"

If civility was primarily a sign of arisrocrati rarus in the seven-
teenth century, it was also a means to avoid Or overcome potential
conflict. The noble warrior may have been "civilized" into a gentle-
man through the practices of the salon, but the warrior ethos was only
transformed., not eliminated. CiVility controiled diffettnces within
the group, even as it tlistinguished the group from those excluded
from It. At the same time that th rul b hi h ivili .
. e es yw c a ty was main-

t~ defIned a Society which excluded many as ir included some,
wblth c that eXclusive group, the same rules allowed differences to be
o lOstered and <ontrott d C··Ii be

th e. rvi ty carne the key ro a new cultureat acknowledged A: a- be .
fruitful· . UUlerence cause It enabled meaningful and
In th~~eraetJons among people defIned by it. U

dis 19hteenth century, When the elite who engaged in publi
course expanded weil beyond th lin' . . ..

aristocratic ciVility e lies of the Parisian nobility,
tion and p . gave way to the broader and more ~"rari:m 00-

raCOceof polirenes "evil" " -,,~
wrote in the En""clop '.,. "s. "t)', the chevalier de Iaucoun
ak -J eute, does not sa ch ,.,};__ and

m es up but a Portion of it "" As le Y as mu as 1"'-•..."
. numde became more diverse and
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suffused with Enlightenrnenr values, the aristocratic civility which
recognized rankand status as legitimate differences came to be seen as
superficial,even hypocritical. True politeness was more than mere ci-
vility and the very opposite of flattery; it smoothed away from dis-
courseall rudeness, bombast "and other defects contrary to common
senseand civilsociety, and reclothed it wi th gentleness, modesty, and
thejusticesought by the mind, and which society needs in order to be
peaceful and agreeable.""

In the eighteenth century, civil conversation took on a new social
functionaswell, butane equally concerned with organizing social and
discursiverelations among people defined by difference: it enabled
menof letters to cooperate in the project of Enlightenment despite
the differences of opinion continually brought to the fore by their
critical method. It also allowed men of letters to exchange ideas as
equals despite their very different social origins and economic situa-
tions: the marquis de Condorcet, the noble bastard d'Alernbert, the
mastercutlet's son, Diderot, the peasant-born Marrnontel. As Jean-
BaptisteSuard wrote in r784-:

In a nation where: 3 continuous communication reigns between the two
sexes) between persons of all estates) and between minds of all sorts ... it
is necessary [0 set some limits to the movements of the mind as well as
thoseof the body and to observe the feelings of those to whom we ~peak
in order ro tempcr the: sentiments or thoughts that would shock their be-
liefs or injure their pride. lS

As the philosophes extended their invitation to join in the project of
Enlightenment to all readers, the Enlightenment became a new kind
of society in which politeness was crucial: a society in which differ-
encesdid not disappear bur, rather, became all th~ more VISiblean~
audible in their proximity to others. Because Civil conversanon al
lowed those men and women who embraced it to intetact WIth one
another despite cultural diffetences, either real or assumed,. It set
them apart from those who believed difference to be natural, ~u-
table, and unbridgeable; it became a practice ofEnlightenrnent. c

eli . f th common quest lor
Politeness was one of the con nons 0 e din. th d ea g en-

knowledge and understanding, for seeking tru an :hr ursuit of
lightenment. Progress depended on polireness beca:l:d : ~vasnot a
knowledge depended on it, and the pUtsIut of kno g
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solitary activity, but a sociable one. Rather than ~ occasion to dem-
onstrate status, conversation was a medium ofEnlightenmeot. Com-
merce, conversation, Enlightenment itself, were all creared Outof a
culture of interaction and exchange among groups and individuals
whose clifferences made such relations meaningful rather than rauto-
logical, but which also necessitated rules, structures, and institutions
to make them work.

The philosophes soon looked to salon conversation not. only to
structure the work ofEnlightenmem, but as the modd for civil soc-
ery itself. ABDaniel Gordon has written, the philosophes "tended co
idealize 'civil society' as a vast gathering of free and polite individu-
als-a kind of universal salon.?" In the writings f the philosophes, a
harmonious civil sociery was both achallenge to the absolute state and
an alternative to the "stormy liberty" they saw operating across the
English Channel." For the philosophe, according to one contributor
to the Encycloprfdie, "civil sociery is, so to speak, a divinity on earth.?"

More concretely, civil sociery was put forward as the ground upon
which any legitimate political and economic structure (including the
monarchy) must be built. The abbe Moreller, for example, grounded
SOCIaland political order neither in the will of the monarch (as abso-
lutists such asHobbes clid); nor in laws and civic virtue (as republicans
such as Rousseau clid); bur in the "aggregare of private exchanges"
which constItuted civil sociery.'" This meant organizing a diverse
people into a harmonious whole through the invention of political in-
StItutIons, and in particular through the invention of "public opinion'
as,. source of political authoriry and legitimacy that, like the saIon-
ruere and the rules by which she governed her gu [S, stood apan
from and above them."

The Wheels of commerce had to be greased to nul smoothly; the
gtuding metaphor of the salon was the harmonious orchestration ofstrIngs or lllSrrurn " S
eenth enrs, =ne Necker, herself a prominent eight--century salOnnie .
. . . re, Saw politeness precisely in terms of oecan-IZlllg a SOcleryof I h _.e-t-
joyed clifferen' peop e wno were not only different, bur who en-
ness redressedtI~~~er I.ll relatIon to each other. In her view polite-
and women, adults an~~~ PO\~er between StrOng and weak, men
to the principleofe ali er;" 'Politeness," he wrote, "coofocrs

qu rythat ISso often spoken of; it is the rampatt
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of thosewho cannot defend themselves, and that as well on which
theirpraiseand their merit are based. ""
As Necker's remark suggests, gender difference and the question

of the role and status of women are embedded in the history of civil-
ity, Insalonslike hers, men and women learned to interact in a way
that ackoowledged gender difference without sexualizing it. In the
oucrocosmof the salon they created a model sociery in which women
werethe civilizing force that enlightened historians from Voltaire on
claimedthem to be: the benign force that brings out what is noble in
men andsuppresses nor only their brutality, but their hostility toward
eath other, thus making them both civil and civilized." Gender dif-
ferenceplayed amajor role not only in the maintenance of civility, bur
in the definition of civilization and Enlightenment.
Both "weak" and "strong" versions of the civilizing force of wom-

en were operative in the age of the salons, from the 1630S to the
revolution of 1789: the wealc version can be found in the idea that
civil conversation, and thus society and civilization, depended sim-
ply on the bringing together of men and women. The stronger set
of claimsemphasized the specific talents, characteristics, and virtues
of women that were necessary ro society and civilization and which
produced a civil conversation. Voltaire's claim in the preface to his
tragedyZaire (1736) that "the continual commerce between the two
sexes,so lively and so polite, has introduced a politeness quite un-
known elsewhere» represents the first position; Claude-Charles
Guyonne de Vertron's claim in La No ..velle Pandore (1698) that "the
virtue of women reestablishes what the vice of men hal s] cor-
rupted," represents the second." In addition, what women are
thought to do to produce civilization or civility, or to CIvilize m:,
varied over time. In the seventeenth century, when Civility was e
mark of nobility women were prized as models of civility and
teachers of civil ";nversation. Nicolas Parer, for example, the author
of L'Honnne homme 0" l'art d& plain a la cour (1630), adVIsed his

. d b th se among the ladies
(male) readers "to go mro town an 0 serve a

th h 't women and at
of quality who are esteemed as e most anne e 'd th
whose homes the most beautiful assemblies are held." Far~ Ie "th~
way in holding up female conversation as a model of CIV ty,
most difficult and the most delicate. ""
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The salons that flourished during the reign of Louis XIV became
the basis of le monde-an autonomous society, beyond the reach of
king and court. In these salons, in which aristocratic men and women
conversed together, gender difference was itself the subject, the tt1pOS
of conversation. The querelle des femmes, revived at various points
throughout Western history, became in the second half of the sev-
enteenth century the matrix of salon discourse. As Carolyn Lougee
has shown, the woman question now "intersected with crucial COD-
troversies over social organization and was interwoven with the ma-
jor issues of social transfonnation which concerned seventeenth-
century Frenchmen"; it was, she writes, "a con trover y central to its
own age."" Recently Joan Dejean has argued similarly that thefin-dl-
siecle war known as the querelle des anciens et des moderns was in facr a
battle in the querelle desfemmes and "a struggle between conflicting vi-
sions of French society. ma
In the eighteenth century, however, as the sal n became a mood

for civil society, and a civil society in which men of letters were, by
their own definition, centrally inlportant, the salonniere was no
longer revered as a model of civil conversation to be imitated bymen
and women alike, and the ropes of gender difference was marginal-
ized If not eliminated from salon discourse." Instead, the salonniere
carne to be valued for traits that men either could nor Or need not imi-
tate because they were gender speciftc, traits that were understood in
terms not smlply of gender difference, but of gender complemearar-
ity. Moreover, these traits were ascribed to women's nature. As un-
der the scrutiny of itical all . ,
b . en reason, differences between men came to
e viewed by the enlightened as culturally derived-a function of class
to be overcome by ducari f

f e ucation Or0 power to be overcome by political
re ~nn- gender difference alone survived as natural and ~urable,
to e nurtured rather than transcended .,
Bth .

mad~ th eI77osk"when the great salonnieres of the Enlightenment bad
eir mar women were 0 I ,,_:_~ .

versational skills but for . n . .anger acrrured for their own con-
conversation of :nen Malthe: ability to ordlestrate, to govern, the
attributes of wom~ th e s on-goers were able to identify specific
the Particular role assi ~:;ade them especially capable of fulfilling
wroteinhisiloneofM gdam to them. As Antoine-Leonard Thom3S

v a e Geoffiin:
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Th fsoci .tS(:~rtSo ~ICDes ... require a certain power to temper them, It seems
that this power IS no better held than in the hands of a woman. She has a
natural righrrhar DOone disputes and that, in order to be felt, has only to be
~hown.Mad~e Geoff'rin used this advantage. [In her salon], the reunion
f all. ~ks) like: mat of all types of minds, prevented any one tone from

dominating. J.l

OfJulie de Lespinasse, the Comte de Guibert wrote similarly: "Her
great art was to show to advantage the minds of others, and she en-
Joyeddoing that more than revealing her own.""
. While men did not stop writing about the beneficial effects on so-

crery as a whole of conunerce between men and women, they in-
creasmglyemphasized the governing role of women in a society com-
posed of men. Thus in 1777, Jacques-Henri Meister mourned the loss
of two Enlightenment salonnieres in political terms: "The disorder
andanarchythat have reigned in this party since the death of MIle de
Lespinasseand the paralysis of Mme Geoffrin prove how much the
WIsdomof their government had averted evils, how much it had dis-
sipated storms, and above all how much it had rescued it from ridi-
cule.""Itwas this governing role that disturbed Rousseau and caused
him to put forward (in Emile and La Nouvelle Heloise) an alternative
role forwomen as wives and mothers which would prove to be as ap-
pealingto women as to men.

Gender difference became institutionalized in the different roles
played by men and women in the model society of the salon. The
definition of the salonniere-r-tbc articulation of her attributes, her
functions, and her contribution to the Republic of Letters and the
project of Enlightenment through her work in the salon-signaled
the opening of a sort of career for elite women that gave them the op-
portunity to have utility and thus real value within the SOCietyof rheir
day.At the same time, however, it defined in gendered terms differ-
ent and complementary roles for men and women within that SOCiety
and thus limited the ambitions of women to a role defined for them
by men. In so doing, it displaced the ''Woman Question" from the
center of discussions about the shape and meaning of society and CIVI-
lization as these twO were being redefined and, in a sense, answered It
by framing the discussion itselfin gendered terms. At the same nrne
that women became more visible in their dorninant role as salon-
nieres, the question of gender virtually disappeared from the dis-
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course of society. The status of women was recognized in the domi-
nant theory of history as a gauge of civilization-most notably by
Diderot who demanded that women be seen as "so many rhermome-
ters ofche least vicissitudes of morals and customs"-but their role
was firmly established as the civilizers of men rather than as contribu-
tors to the cultural progress from which they benefited." .

The shift from a salon discourse focused on the Woman Question
to one framed in gendered terms by the different roles and responsi-
bilities of men and women in it marked a marginalizing of women
from the actual discussion of society and its future prc:cisely as that
discussion became more political and more public, as Erica Harth has
suggested." In the writing of]can-Jacques Rousseau, women were
displaced from the space of discussion altogether-they were, in ef-
fect, sent out of the room in which any serious discussion rook place.
We can thus situate Rousseau's influential discourse on WOmenand
gender in a development that begins with a practice of civil conversa-
tion in which men and women participate, to one in which unruly
men are governed by rules enforced by women, to one from which
women are excluded. Gendered difference moves from the basis of
civility to the instrument of civility to the boundary of civility. With
the exclUSionof women from it, moreover, the conversation in which
men engage is no longer civil and no longer acknowledges difference.

The assoaaoon of women with civility made them vulnerable ro
the CrItIque of civilization itself, mounted by Rousseau but hared to
some degree, as Sylvana Tomaselli has shown, even by Diderot in his
contnbutIons to Raynal's Hiaoire des deux Indes, as For Rousseau, dif-
ference may be the reason for civility· it may be the means of achiev-mg It b . il . ,
. ,Utav sOCiety-and thus the difference that marks it-is re-
jeered as the foundao·o f lineal .. rid,

. n 0 po 0 assoaanon. In Rousseau's wo
the exclUSionof women allows men to ger along through the articu\a-
non of a general will th t· b d fini .. .
. bui a IS y coon, their will alone. The polityISnot uilt Ona society ked b ..." ....
. f mar y umerence· it is the unitary ..rores-sIan a a group of h ' -r-r-
th f men w a have no need fOr either sociery or anvo er arm of carom . be .

their equality b uruty ~ause they are themselves defined b
. ,nat y their differences This is Jii roen Habennas'pomtwhen he Writes that"R . _,,~

of an intrusiVely litical ousseau projected the unbourgeois idea
po soaety ill which the aUtonomous private
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sphere, that is, civil society, emancipated from the state had no
place.""Keith Baker makes a related point in arguing that when the
NanonalAssembly adopted a Rousseauian "discourse of the political,
Funded on the theoryofa unitary will," in the fall Of1789, it rejected
adiscourseof the SOCIal,grounded on the notion of the differential

distribution of reason, functions, and interests in modern civil soci-
ety.""Accepting aRousseauian discourse meant rejecting a discourse
ofmodernity, in which social progress went hand in hand with social
differenceand differentiation; ir meant rejecting the very notions of
civilizationand society associated with women as being outside the
politicalcommunity of ci rizen-rnen."

Rousseau's individuals were nor only equal, they were by nature
free. Rousseau criticized civility not only because he saw a simpler
solution to the problem of difference in the removal of women from
the political scene, but because he saw civility as a curb on natural
freedom. After all, civil conversation is governed conversation. It
should thus not be surprising thar since the French Revolution, the
valueof civility has been seriously problematized, compromised in
fact, by the threat that traditional government has been seen to pose
to nacuralliberty." Before the Revolution, civility was criticized for
the artificiality it tended to produce, for its attention to form and ap-
pearance. (The substitution of politeness for "mere" civility was an at-
temprto rescue civility from this critique.) In that discourse, civility
was unnatural because it was artificial and superficial, not because It
wasunfree. Essence and sincerity were at stake, not liberty." Before
the Revolution, only Rousseau really worried about freedom being
sacrificedar the altar of civility; his contemporaries were more con-
cerned about the destructive and deceptive potential oflanguage for
humansociety than they were with its role in representing mdivIdual
identity and thus personal freedom. Indeed, as Roger Chartier pomts
out, the value of civility in the view of Rousseau's contemporarIes was
its role in "the tightening of men's interdependence.""

The real divide between Rousseau and the philosophes put (natu-
ral) masculine freedom on one side, and civil (governed) s?c;etyon
the other. As Ernst Cassirer recognized long ago, Rousseau s radical

..' ded on a reJecoon of the
opposition" to the Enlightenment was grOtill . th
conviction that "all political and social enterpnse must stand on e
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same foundation."" In Rousseau's view, a jusr political order must be
founded on the freedom of individual men, nor on the differentia red
sociery in which women played a conspicuous role. The governing
role of women was a red flag for Rousseau nor only because ir pur men
under the rule of women, bur because ir compromised masculine
freedom and thus violated nature. In the name of freedom, nature,
and masculiniry, Rousseau nor only tore our the social foundations of
the stare, he created anew role for women outside both the policy and
political discourse-a valued role as wife and mother thar would com-
pensare for the loss of society's value and the significanr role of
women in assuring mutual respect in it,

Because, of course, difference-gender difference-does nor just
wither away with sociery. Rather, in Rousseau's powerful vision ir is
relocated in the family, Rousseau's critique of civilization opened up a
space of true happiness for modern men and women only in a domes-
tic sphere seen as a haven from the depraved modem, urban world
created and dominated by competitive, acquisitive, rational men.
Women who sought to imitate men by cuJtivating their reason, Or
who made a name for themselves in sociery (wrirers and salonnieres,
in short) were not only ridiculous, bur foolish, since in detying their
nature they ran away from the happiness that they alone could enjoy,
Why should women want ro imirare men Or be jealous of their free-
dom, when reason and the freedom based On ir were merely poor sub-
SUtures for the happmess based Oninstinct and natural virtue availableto them alone?"

Rousseau rook rhe. theory of gender complemeneariry ar the heart
of a soclery-based nOUonof civilization and used it as the basis of two
separate spheres: the moral sphere of tile family, whose soul was the
natural Virtue of woman; and the public sphere of me commercialeconomy and th . hi
. . estate, in w ch men were driven by rational cakula-
non and se!f-mterest." The poliry Would now be composed of ~ .. I
men rather than of diffi . d r'"""'-' '"'1-

erenuate men and women· it would be gov-erned nor by someone defi d ":,,, ,
fin d h· me as cuuerenr, bur by a general will de-
cia/e r

as
6
r
2e lJIUryofallrelevanr (thar is, male) wills. InDu Conma s»

. (7 ) Rousseau laid our the democrati Iitical . . I bwhich the public h c po Q panap es y
HeloiSe (1761) he ~ ere ':ithmenoughr ro be governed; in lANOUP<iJt

agine e pnvare sphere of a patriarchal family in
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which gender complementarity was again inscribed: where the hus-
band ruled with the guidance of reason, but the wife was the emo-
tionaland moral center around which the family was built. Society
and civility were eliminated from both the moral and the political
universe.

In drawing the line between masculinity and freedom, on the one
hand, andmixed-gender civility and civilization, on the other, Rous-
seau redefined gender roles and re-opened the woman question.
Difference-gender difference-was at the heart of civilization and
was the basis ofciviliry, At the same time, it defined the boundary be-
rween the political and the not-political. If we follow the philoso-
phes- Voltaire, Morellet, d'Alernbert, Diderot, and others-we see
differenceas the ground upon which all of society's structures, institu-
nons, rules of interaction are built, and we thus accept it within po-
liticaldiscourse; ifwe follow Rousseau, we use gender difference as a
dividing line between the political and the familial, and as a basis,
therefore, of definition and exclusion-as the basis for a unitaty and
exclusivelymasculine political identity, But in either case, civilization
(civility, civil society) is associated with women. The open question
IS the relationship of the political and the social, of polity and civility.
Where one stands on the "woman question" depends on where dif-
ference lies."
The masculine republican rradition that goes back to Rousseau h~

certainly endured, but SO has a commitment to a notion of civilize
. ili d ced by the de-society based on mixed-gender sociab ty-as eVI en "

spairing cry voiced by the writer Drieu la Rochelle in 1927' 'This
civilization no longer has clothes, no longer has churches, no longer
has palaces, no longer has paintings, no longer has books, no longer
has sexes " he wrote" In his final complaint, Dneu was relteranng

, ' , . AsM Louise
the association of civilization WIth gender difference. atyal' d
Ro' inc-of th bo dary between 'm e anberts wntes: "The blurring 0 e un . c t, d as a prunaty releren
femaJ.e'-a civilization withour sexes-serve ...." has Its ongms in
fa th . f iviliza ' irself.?" That assOClatlon .rerum 0 Cl tton I, . bras the SOCial
the discourse of the Old Regime and has SUrYIved, u th than as a. . di 'dualism ra er
complement ofRousseauian masruline in VI th ' .al civilization
competing political discourse, Still defined as. e SrnnOClg'themissing
h . tal' ay of remseas now become sunply a nos gIc w
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third term in the Rousseauian dualism - between the family and.the
polity-without, however, displacing either or calling them into

question. " ... . .
It is this understanding of sOCietyand civilization which underlies

Mona Ozouf's recent championing of a French feminism that is
uniquely and eminently civil. In her "Essay on French Singularity~·
Ozouf turns to the tradition of mixed-gender sociabiliry that on&-
nated in the salons of Old Regime Paris for her understanding of the
unique character of French feminism. She ees the "complexity" of
the Old Regime as the basis of Frenchwomen's true freedom because,
she explains, "in a world of differences, sexual difference was only one
among many others, negligible in relation to differences of estate.""
The salon serves as her example of how those marked by a variety of
differences came together in the eighteenth century by accepting a
common code of behavior. Indeed, Ozouf gives and endorses a classic
account of the civilizing role of women in the Old Regime. "In
short," she writes, "feminine arts civilized men, and from one end of
the socialladdeno the other. »sc

What makes French feminism unique (and admirable), a cording
to Ozout; is the way in which it is built on an aristocratic tradition of
COmmerce between the sexes and a denlocratic tradition that in prin-
Clple sets no ~mits on equality, even if in practice it is slow to realize
ItSpotennal. 'The result ISa particular sociery, whcre the demand for
equality among inelividuals remains fundanlental but can be com.
bined with hasi , .

an emp asis on clifferences which are always subordi-nare.>"

InsuPport ofOzouPs thesis, Elisabeth Badinter has inscribed gen-
der clifference into the h f' . __ L

eart 0 a narra.Ove of French hi tory whereby
mfenh",;dwomen each stand for a clifferent set of values' the niumpho t e lenunme 1I1 the . ).
. ifi seVenteenth and eIghteenth centuries [with a

Slgill Cant but temporary setback in the I ) defin both _~_French hi . . . 90S es muuuu
of ciVilitystToh

tyandclVilizationilSclf as functions of the feminine value
. e trlumph offe . . 'lider diff OlJIUnecrvr ty, however maintains g=uerence ill the form of ~1I. of

COntestation The v; 5=antry while eliminating alIli:xms. eVICtoryofthef. ", .
over men but of the s-s-; ernuune ISthe VIctory not of women

B din, e SOCIalOver the political "a terandO uf .
zo may be right in saying that the French have
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remained more civil than others, but civility's triumph has been lim-
ired to a social realm divorced from the political; that is, it is limited
by the priority of a political model grounded in liberty and equality
which sets the boundaries of society and civility. Despite the great
nOStalgiafor the Old Regime and for the salon culrure central to it
evinced by both Ozouf and Badinter, they are in fact inscribing that
nOStalgiawithin a Rousseauian vision of a masculine polity based on
an equality of sameness, and a feminine society in which civility har-
monizes differences. Not only is feminism depoliticized, as Michelle
Perrot has pointed out," but the association of women with society
and men with politics remains unchallenged.

Ozouf does not provide a satisfactory response to the posttnodem
feminist critique of the Enlighterunent because she does not call into
question the individualistic and exclusionary basis of the modern po-
litical order. Rather, she endorses that order and reinforces two ideas
that mitigate against both the feminist campaign for equality and a
much-called for civiliry in political discourse: a belief, first, in the
civilizing role of women - in the natural role of women to discipline
and thus to civilize naturally free and unruly men; and second, a resis-
tance ro the government of the tongue in the realm of politics. A seri-
ous feminist response to the poscmodern critique would not simply
idealize women, salons, and civiliry; it would reassert the Enlighten-
ment commicment to a society defined by difference as the basis of an
incJusionary political order and instiUltions.

For the most important and original insight of the philosophes for
feminism is not mat women civilize men; it is that difference under-
lies the social and makes both society and the state necessary and
meaningful and valuable. Politics operates in this constructed social
field and builds its instiUltions on it, rather than developmg abstractly
from a social contract among abstract, autonomous individuals.

M

The
structures ofsociery and politics, in this view, are not SImply -uman
saryevils encroachments on natural freedom and equality, but hum
constructions built to Otganize human differences and make them
useful-not to minimize, eliminate, or deny them. . d irh. .viti assoaate WI

However as long as socrery and a ry are kin I, . d rrurh-scc g an-
women and politics natural trUth-telling, an d . il, , will . both women an elV -
guage arc associated. with men, men resrst
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iry because not just truth and honesty are stake, but m~ty itself.
Rugged individualism will never alJow itself. to be CIvilized In these
terms." Civility) however) is not a compronuse With truth, hones~)
and nature, just as society is not a refuge from the hurly-?urly of poli-
tics: it is a necessary condition of (political) discourse. It IS a necessary
condition of aIJ relations rooted in discourse, which means all SOCIal
and political relations including those whose aim is truth or knowl-
edge.

The Enlightenment discourse in which difference is central is Dot

simply an alternative to that other Enlightenment discourse- the one
in which universal reason plays the crucial role. It must serve as the
discursive context for universalism by means of which we can place
the reasoning individual back in a social world marked by differences.
At the same time, the universal discourse of reason can continue to
play the critical role it has played since Descartes launched it in the
seventeenth century: it can de-naturalize those differences and de-
essentialize them. Not, however, in order to dismiss them, but in or-
der to organize them usefully and fairly for the greater good of society
and the happiness of individuals. Viewed in this way, the Enlighten-
ment concept of difference can be helpful in laying the groundwork
for both. the multicultural community called for by feminists, and the
new CIvility in the public sphere demanded by cultural critics from
both the left and the right.

Ina 1992 article on "The Campaign Against Political Correctness,"
JOan Scott suggested that the university become an "alternative" and
"a place from which to searcll for a different understanding of what a
community might be." Inother words, that it play the role in our ad-
ture that the salon played in Old Regime France. The humanities in
PartIcular, she writes, "offer the best FOSsibility of thinking aboutdifference and comm . . »

UlUty U1 new ways. JUSt as the seventeenth-century followers of Des 1 d di
. canes p ace difference at the center of salonconversanon of COn . bo .

sity d th' versanona UtsOCIety, so must we in the univer-
o e Same today. In what I h dis

COurseofEnii h ope can now be seen as the _
be b d g tenment, SCOtt concludes that "communities canIl()[ase Onconformity b
difference. "" ' Ut On an acceptance and acknowledgment of
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Rulesof civility, she might have added, are what make such com-
munitiespossible in the modem world. Thus, it would seem, the CUI-
ren~linkingof a breakdown of American society with a "civility cri-
SIS. However, the cultural commentators who have made such a link-
agedo not acknowledge the significance of difference as a real basis for
communityand thus the need for civility; nor do they question the
individualismthat makes civility suspect in the modem world. Debo-
rahTannen, for example, who wants us to question "the assumption
that it's always best to address problems and issues by fighting over
them," is careful to deny that she is a proponent of civility because,
sheexplains,~civility' suggests a superficial, pinky-in-the-air veneer
ofpolitenessspread thin over human relations like a layer of marma-
ladeover toast. This book is about a pervasive warlike atmosphere
thatmakesus approach public dialogue ... as ifit were a fight,'~' Be-
cause she sees civility as superficial and agonism as essential to society,
Tannen looks elsewhere for a solution to the crisis she finds in social
andpoliticaldiscourse. Like agonism, individualism is simply a fact of
life.All we can do, therefore, is look for ways to "blunt the most dan-
gerous blades of the argument culrure.P" .
UnlikeTannen, Stephen L. Carter embraces the notion of civility.

It is, he asserts, one of the elements of good character. For Cartet,. 0-
vility is not superficial, not merely "good manners"; rather, it 1~.a
moralprinciple, an "attitude of respect, even love, for OUIfelloWCltI:
zens." It is, he declares, "morally better to be Civilthan to be uncivil.
Carter caIJs civility a "precondition of democratic dialogue" and POSIts
as amoral imperative that it "requires us not to mask OUIdifferences
but CO resolve them respeetfully." Civility "adds value to the better so-
. . build"'"
cletywe are srruggling together through OUIdifferences to . .
Carter, bowever, locates civility not in the SOCIalpracnces of a

secularsociety erected in the wake of the Reformation, bur. III the
Christianity it sought to replace. He makes of civility a new universal,

. c: odem secular socr-
a restatement of Christian love apptOpnate ror rn ,
ety. "The key to reconstructing civility," he argues,

. f' with love coward our
is for all of us to learn anew the virtue 0 acnng d . d Chris-. . h I be a tenet of Iu 31Sman
neighbors. Love of nClghbor as cog . COvill . evival of all that
. . . f"ili' Amenca \ rcqUlre a r
trarury, and a revival 0 crv ty 10
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is best in religion as a force in our public life. Only religion possesses the
majesty, the power) and [he sacred Jan~a9c ro teach all of us) the ~clJg.
ious and the secular) the genuine apprcaanon for etch other on which a
successful civility must rest. eo

As a universal-like reason or Christian love-civiliry here denies the
value of difference in transcending ir. For Caner, the value of civiliry
does not lie in its recognition of the differences that underlie sociery
and its abiliry to manage them, but in its ability to act as a ~U~lt<:~-
weight to individualism. "We cannot return to a world illwhich indi-
vidual identity was subsumed within a larger and often brutal whole,"
he concedes. "What we can do is try, within the limits of democrary,
to construct a civility that willlcad future generations to admire what
we tried to do for civilization rather than condemn us for our barba-
rism.''''' If Rousseau posited a retreat to the family as a motal refuge
from an individualistic poliry, Carter calls for a new civiliry to moral-
ize that poliry. "Civiliry," he writes, "is principally an ethic for strang-
ers. In a democracy, especially a large one, we are most of us strangers
to each other. ... Civiliry supposes an obligation to a larger if
anonymous group offcllow citizens.'''' In the end, this latest call for
civility does not entail a displacement of the indi\~dual Or his natural
freedom from the foundations of democracy. An appeal to Christian
love will not solve the problem of a sociery that does nor acknowledge
or accept difference as fundamental.

We do need civility, but not as a refuge from the "rough and tum-
ble" masculine ways of polities Or as a new moraliry designed to tran-
scendot sofren It. As long as ciVility continues to be opposed to indi-
VIdualism, crmcs will blast the former for oPPOSing the masculine val-
ucs associated with the latter. Thus Randall KCCUledy writes against
the new "civilitarians" such as Tannen and Caner:

The Civilitymovement is deeply at odds with what an invigorated liberal.
IS~ tegwres: mtellectuaJ clarity, an insistence upon grappling with the
su stance of controversies; and a willingocss to fight loudJ opcnIy mili-
tantl>,:) even rudely for policies and values th will' y, c.......~..1
equality d h . . at increase rreeqom,

) an app1ness LDAmerica and around the world Q

Gili
IV ry must be seen not as cOming from oU~·d li ._. dis-COutse amon I. ~I e a po U<41

gpeOpewhosenghttoS~l..isbasedo th - . di idualteason but h ..,..~ n eir 10 VI
' as t every COnStItuuon of a sociery defined by difference.
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Until the differences from which disagreements arise are acknowl-
edgedasthe basisof society, the reason for its existence, civility will
notbe recognized as the means to harmonize them. Nor will the ne-
cessiry andlegitimacy of people willing to enforce the rules of civility
be recognized-people who are willing to stand outside the conversa-
tion,its passions, egos, and interests-as salonnieres did by virtue of
their gender-in order to do the necessary and legitimate work of
governance.
We need salonnieres as much as we need civility, but we don't

needto assign the role of salonniere to women. Unlike the men and
womenof the eighteenth century, we can analyze and understand the
functionof the salonniere as we understand the function of civility: in
relationto difference, but not as grounded in nature. The full legacy of
theEnlightenment helps us to grapple with difference as reasonable
menandwomen. It allows us to see not only that differences are so-
cially constructed, but that society is itself constructed out of differ-
encesand government developed to manage them. Standing on a
differentiated society, the politieal sphere need not exclude women
on the grounds of their difference from men, just as it need not sub-
merge all men in an artificial equality based on a constrUcted same-
ness.Rather than grounding a choice between universalism and dif-
ference,the complex legacy of the Enlightenment allows us to refuse
thatchoice as well as its derivatives: between universalIstIC femuusm
anddifference feminism, between political rights and social power,
and between politics and civiliry. The Enlightenment does this by
opening the possibiliry of redefining the political such that difference,
society,and civiliry are all essential to it.
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Enlightenment as Conversation

NotwithstandingJean-Fran~ois Lyotard's identification of the ~_
modem with "incredulity toward metanarratives," postmodernism
has its own grand narrative. Anxious about its definition in tim~ as in

so much else, pOstlllOdernism has been accompanied by ~ pass~onto
historicize, to define a history of moderniry against which cnoque
can then be launched. There has been a proliferation of grand narra-
tives, theoretical histories, teleologically driven, developmental sto-
ries organized around some concept of modernity, in which "a eries
of elisions tend to prescribe a definire route here.?' The Enlighten-
ment is invariably a station on this itinerary. In those Stori thc:e
was an (i.e. one) Enlightenment, it had a series of doctrinal comrrut-
menrs, these commionents have dOminated nor only the philosophy
but the cultures of the deVeloped West, and the dominance ofthcsc
doctrinal cOmmionents is responsible for many of our predicaments.
The grand narrative of posonodernism is cast in a range of figures,
among which persOnification is prominent: the narrative concerns
genealogies and lineages, ancestors and their legacies.

Although the posonodem narrative identifies several related can-
didates as the Enlightenment's legacy, this essay responds ro scicn-
nsrn and the corresponding claim that Enlightenment intellecruals,
msplted by Descartes, firSt assumed the posture of the distanced 0b-
server seeking mastery over what he sees. In the first instance, this
mastery IS mtellectual, thOugh, by an easy cxrension, it is political.
The posture IS marked by the distance between obSCn>"C[aod ob-
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serv~d,who are.separated by a kind of ontological gap; a hierarchical
relationthat privileges the intellectual and political authority of the
observer; and the disembodied or decontexrualized position of the
observer,which gives rise to the claim to provide objective knowl-
edgeof universal validity. This scientistic posture is the signal com-
pornnent of the Enlightenment in posrmodernisrn's grand narrative,
aswellas the signal legacy of the Enlightenment targeted by the post-
modemcritique.

This characterization can make for a nice fit between the very term
"Enlightenment" and its presiding epistemology. According to Lud-
mill. Iordanova and Peter Hulme, light took on "a new vitality" as"a
centralmetaphor for knowledge" in this period: "there was a whole
epistemology behind the use of images of 'light' in the eighteenth
century, one that was boosted by the belief that all knowledge came
fromthe senses and that vision was queen among the senses, with ob-
servation at the heart of the acquisition of solid knowledge. Enlight-
enment was less a state than a process of simultaneous unveiling and
observation.'"

However, as Lorraine Daston has recently reminded us, it was
highly important to eighteenth-century writers that their "light" not
be confused with the sort of private illumination that had come in
their time to be associated with the pathology known as enthusiasm.
She writes that "the peculiar light of the enlightened" in the eight-
eenth century was "a sociable ligbt. It was not the inner light of mys-
tical vision, but rather the outer light of letters, lectures, treatises,
memoirs novels journals and conversations." We understand what, , , .
she means, but the metaphors are awkward. When she. concmues,
"whereas enthusiasm caught fire from a blinding, undernable inrur-
tion that admitted neither elaboration nor rebuttal, enlightenment
waskindled by argument, explanation, demonstration, and discussion
with a network of interlocutOrs," we feel more preCIsely the jarring
effects of a significant mixing of metaphor: metapho,rs of light and
sighr have shifted into metaphors of sound and speech.

The same shift is undertaken, rather more strategically, by James
Schmidt, who notes that "the Enlightenment's critics are 10 aif,ree-

. thin" bout the [ight ir C3Sts. He
ment ... that there ISsome g Slllister a .. h h to be over-esrunated as a
contends however that lig t as come, '
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trope of Enlightenment because theorists have failed to arr';"d to
what eighteenth-century writers themselves said. As a ~gnalpiece ~f
evidence, he points our that Kant's answer to the q.uesnon, "What IS

enlightenment?," "did nor invoke those unages o.flight that have c:"t
such a shadow over recent criticisms of the Enlightenment. He in-

stead talked about speech. For him, enlightenment demanded not a
world in which everything stood naked to the lighr bur rather a world
in which it was possible to speak without fear."!

Following Daston and Schmidt, this essay approaches the Enlighr-
enment as a moment in the history of human communication. It
draws on historical research thar locates the medium of the Enlight-
enment not in light and vision but in sound and speech. In this En-
lightenment, engaged conversers rather than detached observers are
in the foreground. In this Enlightenment, science does nor run ram-
pant but instead submits to the disciplines of ociabiliry.

One reason to consider the Enlightenmenr as a conversational epi-
sode is simply to make clear that the inrellectual cultures of the eight-
eenth century had many concerns besides observation and uch re-
lated themes as taxonomy, abstraction, objectiviry, and di cipline:
more than that was going on in the eighteenth century. In tum, the
diverSity of the Enlightenment undermines the simpli tic grand nar-
ranve which pOstrnodern wrirers have so often felt they required: sci-
cnnsm was not the only legacy of the Enlighrenmenr, if we insist on
seemg Our relanon to the past in that metaphor. However, my goal is
notro suggest an a1ternare narrative of modernity COthe grand narra-
nve of POstmodernity. Indeed, as I will suggest at the end of thi es-
say, we can put pOstrnodem insight to berrer historical use by aban-
donmg grand narrative altogether. Finally, an accounr of the conver-
sanonal Enlightertn1ent helps ro undern1ine the much-vaunted oppo-
Slt:

n
between Enlightertn1enr and poStrnodemity that shapes the

~e Ednlin:U-hranve.Insearching for an alternative to the alleged legacy of
g tenment postmod .

hi hal' em writers have metrlSelves ofren pur ai vfyue on conversation: condemning me Enlightenment, they
I enn remedies fOrtr I .
enmenr itself _ the i s egacy in modes mOst rnvored in the Enlighr-

e lronytharIS me hearr of this essay.
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""'"Accordingto Dick Hebdige, "the spirit of posonodemism" requires
"the renunciation of the claims to mastery and 'dominant specular-
icy.'''' In renouncing Enlightenment scientism some critics have
identifiedan alternative cognitive comportment in conversation or
dialogue.In the words of David Simpson, conversation has risen to
prominence aroong "tools of storytelling as we now do it, if we are
liberalintellectuals laying claim to the novelry of a postmodern com-
mirment." A scene of embodied humans interacting in particular
spacesseems a desirable substitute for the disembodied eyeball peer-
ing into the microscope. Omversation offers a better way than obser-
vatum for thinking about cognition and knowledge: conversation re-
placesdistance with engagement, elitism and authority with partici-
pation, solitude with sociability, hierarchy and elitism with equality,
andthe illusion of a privileged cognitive station with a frank admis-
sionof the situated perspective of aU knowledge claims.
The posnnodern commionent has at least two main uses for con-

versation, as the basis for aU claims to knowledge and as a model for
acquiring it. The first use is illustrated in the writings of Richard
Rorry. For Rorry, conversation is an alternative to the scientism-
adumbrated as early as Plato, put in place by Descartes and Locke,
adopted as the cognitive program of the Enlightenment, and finally,
passed on to modern Western culture.' This scientism has always
sought to establish knowledge on the basis of a correspondence to an
external reality; it involves a search for a knowledge that stands out-
side the contingencies oflanguage, history and culture. Among other
things, it is responsible for the bifurcation of the cogmtIve world into
scientific and non-scientific kinds of knowledge. Rorry's pragmatIsm
rejects"the common presupposition that there is an invidious distinc-
tion to be drawn berween kinds of truth. For the pragmatIst, true sen-
tences are not true because they correspond to reality"; likewise, the. . t function of the
undeniable effectiveness of modern science IS no a. eali 'R rty does not deny that
correspondence of Its statements to r ty. 0 . .. . th ld . t there that It IS not
there IS such a realiry:"To say that e wor IS ou , . ...' th t most things to space
ourcreanon 15 to say WIth common sense, a" ich d . clude human mental
and time are the effects of causes whi 0 not to . f
stares." But he insists that truth should not be considered a rrurror 0
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that reality since what we call truth must be articulated in sentences,
"sentences are elements of human languages," and "human languages
are human creations. »io In shorr, humans and their cognitions are en-
tirelyembedded in language. TIus "ubiquity oflanguage" m~ th:,~
we never encounter reality "except under a chosen description.
There are no starting points Or ending points outside language. Thus,
knowledge is not a matter of confrontation between knower ~ re-
ality but rather a matter of conversation, arising in the conversarional
relations of inquirers." As Rorty notes, "there are no constraints on
inquiry save conversational ones-no wholesale constraints derived
from the nature of the objects, or of the mind., or oflanguage, but only
those retail constraints provided by the remarks of our fellow-
inquirers.'?'

To think of knowledge as grounded in conversation rather than in
correspondence is, for Rorry, a new way of describing our knowl-
edge, a new way to cast the metaphors through which we articulate
our purchase on the world." To that extent, Rorry's redescription
leaves scientific knowledge as it is: evolutionary biology, plate tee-
tonics, quantum physics should be no less persuasive to US if, with
Rorty, we forfeit their correspondence ro external reality. However,
Ratty's refiguration of knowledge does affect the discipline of phi-
losophy since it requires the abandonment of epi temology, the proj-
ect that has defined philosophy since the seventeenth century, and its
dream of grounding knOWledge on commensurability, "the assump-
non that all contnbutJons to a given discourse are . . .. able to be
brought under a set of rules which will tell us how rational agreement
can be reached.: .. "" Whatever new role is found for philosophy-or
whatever takes Its place since Rorry also -,,-- f th _ ...t: post_
hil hical , 'dU<S 0 e n ...= lor aP asap <.<Il cultur"· ill b

. e -It w e at the hub of COnversations. In a
tellU1g metaphor, with specific relevance for this c:ssa Rony sog-
gests that the phil h . h '

osop er aug t run the salon "where hermetic think-
ers are charmed out of their self-enclosed practices ""But phil hv : _
ostrn osop y IS nor the only field of knOWledge in which the

p odern attractJOn to conversationl.D1· Ii . . th disci.
pline. Inanthro . P es retnvennng e _
not JUSt th pology, for UlStance, conversation has been advanced
plicatio:: fa; ~~und of knfowledge bu t as a kind of method with im-

nature 0 anthropolOgical insight." James Qi./furd
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has been in the fore in calling for the rejection of the scientistic model.
The anthropologist is to abandon the pretensions to detachment and
objectivityin the participant observation model and assume the shape
ofafulJyeqwpped and located human being; moreover, the object of
mqwrymust be regarded as a fully equipped and located being. The
relations between these two are necessarily dialogic. According to
Clifford,"it is more than ever crucial for different peoples to form
complexconcrete images of one another, as well as of the relation-
shipsof knowledge and power that connect them; but no sovereign
scientificmethod or ethical stance can guarantee the truth of such im-
ages.They are constituted ... in specific historical relations ofdomi-
nanceand dialogue."" The nature of the knowledge produced is quite
different, then, under conversational conditions: "It becomes neccs-
saryro conceive of ethnography not as the experience and inrcrpreta-
tionofa circumscribed 'other' reality, but rather as a constructive ne-
gotiation involving at least rwo, and usually more, conscious, politi-
callysignificant su bjects. "'"

For Rorty, the scientistic posture leads to false claims about the na-
ture of our knowledge; for Clifford, it leads to false knowledge claims
tout court with morally and politically odious implications. Both asser-
tions of the importance of conversation and dialogue are rooted in a
powerful sense of the ubiquity oflanguage: our knowledge is always
embedded in language, language is inherently discursive, and our dis-
course is always particular, located and contingent.
Inwhat follows I do not take issue with the attractiveness of con-

versation and dialogue as models of intellectual and political commu-
nity. The point, rather, is that in the eighteenth cenrury plenty of
people used conversation to organize not only rheir perceptions of
the world but also their practical engagements with it '.A fundan1en-
tallyrhetorical, that is, linguistic, view of the world, With a conCO!Tll-
tant sensitivity to historical and cultural context, was a central feature

of the Enlightenment."
~

While the postmodero critique of the Enlightenment sup~ses that,
in the words of Dorinda Outram, science and tem:;,0logy supplied
the central cultural strUcture of the Enlightenment,' recent work on. bili e of pre-
the period suggests that conversation and socia ty wer
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din D Goodman "the central dis-eminent significance. Accor g to ena ,
cursive practices of the Enlightenment Republic ofLetter~ w~re po-
lite conversation and letter writing, and irs defining SOCIallllSOtu.non
was the Parisian salon."" Goodman's contention betokens the direc-
tion that Enlightenment studies have taken in recent years. The En-
lightenment is defined now not by a set of doctrines but by a S~tof
communicative practices, a1ongw.th such concepts as convcrsanon,
politeness andsociiiblIicy, which cOntemporaries used to comprehend
their distinctive practices.14
Of course, the eighteenth cenrury did nor invent ideas about con-

versation, but rather built on traditions of early modem and medieval
provenance (which, in turn, were informed by ancient writing ). In-
deed, the conversational turn in Enlightenment tudies has involved a
rethinking of Enlightenment origins. The Enlightenment has often
been interpreted as continuing and popularizing the cientific
achievements of the seventeenth century. The phi{qsopbes have been
seen as translating the work of "the trio of Engli h 'pioneers,' Bacon,
Newton and Locke," to a wider and more practical field Or of adopt-
ing, in a similar way, "the way o/thinking introduced by Descart ._
However, from the Standpoint of communicative practice, the En-
lightenment was deVeloping and elaborating other Strands of early
modern culture, namely, the traditions of conversation, politen
and sociability that were inlPOrtant in elite European society, at
prmcely courts and elsewhere, from the Renaissance on."
Particularly impOrtant for the Enlightcnrnent were seventeenth-

century French ideas about the sociabilicy appropriate for hOlmms
hommes, deVeloped by such writers as Guez de Balzac, the chevalier deMere and th . d S' E-
. e sleur e ainr- vremond. These writers were looking,
in the midst of a cour- culture, for forms of sociabilicy inwhich an aris-
tocranc digruty, independent of the royal courr, could be asserted.
The key features of their conversational ideal were eoualirv reciproc-Ity and a certaIn d '. _, -r>

. ease an infomlalicy. This is the territory exploredpersuasiVely by Daniel G d c -t-e- .
ith Or on, ror whom "the whole preoccunononWI the art of .. r r-:

. conversanon 1.11 the late seventeenth ccnrurv in fact,consntutes the key el . __ r
. . ement in the gradual transformation of aristo-crane thought mto Enlightcnrnent hi] .

the rneran f p OSOphy.... [O]n the basis oforms 0 exchange d el ped .
ev 0 1.11 seventeenth-cenrury thea-
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riesofconversation, eighteenth-century thinkers imagined other, not
necessarilyverbal, activities as forms of civiliey.""

Though both Dena Goodman and Daniel Gordon are students of
France,a consequence of their rethinking of Enlightenment origins
and character is to reposition England in che narrative of Enlighten-
ment. Although sevenreenth-cenrury English luminaries from Bacon
to Newton have long been recognized as inspirational for the En-
iighrenment, England was also usually considered to have been im-
mune to the Enlightenment." However, in relation to the conversa-
tionalEnlightenment, England is a most central locale, not only be-
cause in the early eighteenth century English writers gave an influen-
tial rearriculation to the ideal, but because from che early eighteenth
centueyEngland pioneered an elaborated world of conversational op-
portunity.

The impulse in England to assert the importance of conversation
grew out of local political and ideological needs. In the wake of the
1688Revolution, English Whigs constrUcted a culeural ideology or-
ganized around notions of conversation and politeness in order to le-
gitimate the new political and cultural order which emerged then and
survived into the nineteenth century." In the decades after the Glori-
ousRevolution, this ideology lost its partisan color and came to shape
social, intellectual and cultural panerns throughout Britain in ways
that were more and more generalized. polite conversabiliey became a
great self-image of the age, a blueprint for many aspects of nuddling
and upper-class culcure. At the same time, it became mfluentlal
throughout Europe, being appropriated and adapted to vanenes of

orcumsrances.
The Enlightenment was inspired by Bacon, Newton and Locke,

but it also relied on the conversational idioms reinvented by the Whig
cultural ideologists." Anthony Ashley Cooper, the third earl of Shaft-
esbury is a particularly interesting figure to exanune. Not only was he
a tutel.'cy spirit of the conversational Enlightenment, but his example
defies, in highly significant ways, generaIliations about the Enlight-

. . a: L;~ h as an Enlight-
enment in the poscmodern cnnque- I ouer ,w" ere th.. fi h efused to accept at
enment opponent of scrennsm, a 19urew 0 r

d A _ Hans Georg Gadamer has
science should set philosophy's agen a. '" - clin rhe-
indicated, Shaftesbucy should be located among long-stan g
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tori cal, historicist and culturalist strands of discourse that were highly
active in the eighteenth century. II

""""Nothing could be farther from the scientisric character ascribed by the
postmodem critique to the Enlightenment than haftesbury's ap0-
thegmatic statement: "To philosophize, in a just significarion. is but
to carry good breeding a step higher."" He enunciated here his pat-
ently moral, aesthetic and political goals for philosophy, namely, to
enhance the virtue, taste, and citizenship of gentlemen. haping the
subjectivity of gentlemen was precisely the task, in Shaftesbury's
view, that modern philosophy, embodied in the likes of Descartes,
Hobbes and Locke, had begun to abandon.

However, the apothegm also indicated the dose connection be-
tween philosophy and conversation since the heart of good breeding
was the art of conversation. Shaftesbury's project of enlightenment
was nothing less than the recovery of conversation. "If the best of our
modem conversations," he wrote,

are apt to run chiefly upon trifles, if rational discourses (especially those
of'a d~eper speculation) have lose their credit and arc in disgrace because:
of their formality, there is reason for more allowance: in the: way ofhu-
mour and gaiety. An easier method of treating these subjects will make
them more agreeable and familiar. To dispute abour them will be me
same as about other matters. They need nat spoil good company or rake
from the ease or pleasure of a polite conversation.:U

Buildin . . .
. . g on ancIent traditIons of rhetoric as well as more recent c--cpo-

SItlons of conversation, Shaftesbury sought a rapp,.rx/}ement between
philosophy and the world that would create, with philosophical
~:ldliness, a new model of pUblic discourse. Thus, he was an exem-
p cof the process, diScussed by Daniel Gordon, through which face-to-lace conversation .
whole d h Was transmuted into a norm for society as a
f h ' an . e was, as Jurgen Habcrmas convisiooed it a philosophero t e public sphere Shaftesbury'. ,

effon not to d s project of e.o.lighteomem was an
Philosophy b excen the accomplishment of SCVcontC"Dth-econtury

Ut to temedy the dis .
doned the world. mtegratIng effect of its having allan-

Shaftesbury showed how li .
social, cultural and ul . po te conversatIon could elicit values of

. tImately politIcal in1pon. He inclicated the pa_
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ramerers of this discursive practice by reflecting on a recent "free"
conversation:

Ir was, I must.own. 41 very diverting [conversation], and perhaps not the
less so for ending as abruptly 3S it did, and in such a sort of confusion as
almosr brought to nothing whatever had been advanced in the discourse
before .... A great many fine schemes, it is true, were destroyed; many
gra\·.creasonings, overturned; but, this being done without offence to the
parties co~emcd and with improvement to the good humour of the
company, it set the appetite the keener to such conversations. And I am
persuaded that, had Reason herselfbcen to judge of her own interest, she
would have thought she received more advantage in the main from that
easy and familiar way than from the usual stiff adherence to a particular
opinion."

This conversation was serious without bein solemn. In fact, it was
divertllig in the senses bocl1that ir was agreeable and that it was full of
diversiry.Its lackof order did not impede its intellectUal value." In-
deed, this conversation-critical, open-ended, amiable-served the
interests of reason by undemurung Uiifoun~on, by covering
manytopics and by encouraging further discussion. What Shafresbury
meant by "reason" here and elsewhere is unclear. Certainly, he stood
on the trajectory from scholastic notions of right reason toward no-
tions of empirical and discursive reason." But reason may not have
signified much more here than reasonableness, a pragmatic standard
that arose by agreement among those present in the conversation. In
anycase, ir is impossible to see Shafresbury's use of "reason" as con-
forming to a model of Enlightenment reason as disembodied and de-
conrextualized. Reason, for Shafresbury, was a collaborative project
conveyedby conversation. . . .

Conversation was also anti-authoritarian. It inlplied actrvrtv
arnongtilepartlcipants. If,as Shafresbury said, reason was a habit ac-
tuated in the practice of conversation, conversers were agents: they
resisted the passiviry of mere listening." Attached to rheir activity
wasalso a kind of equaliry. Ifnot equally endowed with reason or WIt,
participants in conversation were equal in rheir capaClry to deploy

whar rhey had of them. .' ddi
Conversation also managed to be aligned both WIth liberty an ble_., ch o'on was pleasura e

cipline. An important reason that su a conversa . ." fr d fraillery a liberty ill de-
was that it was free: it involved a ce om 0 ~
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cent language to question everything, and an allowance of unravclling
or refuting any argument without offence to the arguer."" The free-
dom that conduced to pleasure here was freedom to quesnon and
even to ridicule. Such discursive or intellectual freedom was not a le-
gal entitlement Or a politically sanctioned domain of latitude but,
rather, the precondition of rational interchange, a convennon for the
operation of conversation. This was an endorsement of freedom ~at
had nothing to do with rights-it is important to remember, ill light
of post-modern complaints about the language of rights, that there
are many ways to persuade us that freedom is a value, and the language
of rights is only one. At the same time, polireness depended on self-
restraint, a willingness to make concessions to others, whether they
deserve it Ornot. In the paradignl of politeness, liberty and discipline
were hardly antagonistic but rather were folded in upon one another
as values. Posenodernism in the Foucauldian vein has given discipline
such a bad name that one must be explicit about its obvious necessity
forcoUaborative human action.

For Shafresbury, then, polite conversation was, in Habermas' ex.
pression, an ideal speech situation: the very nature of a polite conver-
sation implied a normative framework for human relations since its
conventions inlplied tile values of freedom, equality, activiry, pleas-
ure, and restraint. Unpacking Shafresbury's conversational ideal illus-
trates cultural tendencies thar hardly accord with the identification of
til? elghteentll century with triumpbant scientism. Indeed, his mood
of UlteUectualsociability offers many of th-e virtues of eonversatioo to
which pOStrnodemists are attracted.

Shafresbury's conversational ideal Was also significant, in the dis-
COurseof philosophy, as an intervention that aimed precisely to limit
:-"d reverse the influence of science and scientifically inspired phi-
osophy. In the philosophical dialogue "The MoraliSts» a character
complamed that hiI h ".' ,
"w h . P osop Y ISno longer active in tile world" because
hereseav~ ;m"'uredchher, poor lady, in coUeges and cells and have ser
. rv. e yto su Works astllose in the mines Empirics aod pedan-
be sophists are her chief pupils. The school U '. and th elixi are
tile cholCest of her rod "" . sy ogism e X1r
the chiefm p ucrs, Acadenucs and virtuosi representedenaces to any S nifi thar i
Were responsible for the Ig Cant, at IS,\ Oddly, philosophy: they

gap which Shafresbury's project of enlight-
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enmenr was meant to bridge. While one of these menaces was, fairly
predictably, the Church, the other was none other than modem phi-
losophyas it had taken shape in the seventeenth century under the
unpress of natural investigations and as it was embodied in Descartes,
Hobbes and Locke." As Shaftesbury's figurative language indicated,
philosophy had abandoned the world, The empiric in his cell was not
just the scientist bur also the modem philosopher; epistemology, the
modem philosophical project, was on the same level as alchemy.
Shafresbury sneered at the analysis of ideas in Locke's Essayon Human
U"derstanding and made slighting references to "clear ideas" and the
Cartesian cogiro, Bored by the new learning of the seventeenth cen-
tury, Shaftesbury rejected one of its important outcomes, the reorien-
tation of philosophical reflection around questions of knowledge.
Thus, Shaftesbury arracked the privileges claimed by science and by
epistemology, offering an Enlightenment protest againstscientism.

Moreover, Shaftesbury was sensitive ro precisely the abstractive
universalism for which posrmodemists have criticized the Enlight-
enmem:-Re took seriously neither the attempt by Descartes to
fathom the world by withdrawing from it nor the attempts by Hob-
bes and Locke, in keeping with the narurallaw tradition, to imagine
humans outside of culture and history as the basis for theorizing the
character of society and politics. Shaftesbury's enlightenment project
stood against that sorr of abstractive universalism and advanced in- c-"
stead an attempt to hisroricize human moral experience and ground It

inconversation."
Thus, in the name of polite philosophy, Shaftesbury'senlighten-

rnenr project rejected the writers who were later canoruzed as. the
guiding spirits of "the Enlightenment." By pointing out the contmu-
ity between philosophy and politeness, Shaftesbury was prescnbmg
ethical aesthetic, and civic contents for philosophy. He was also pro-

, . Thi id al nired a
posing the ideal of the gentleman as philosopher. s 1 e rcq

. . ., . f tlemen and a new
new SIte for philosophy, me conversanon 0 gen .'.
form to philosophic activity that was fundamentally dialo!?C. Thus,

ed
of culrural space, ill

Shafresburian politeness produc a new map .
which culrural sites with their prorocols of admission and operano

n

were redefined and reevaluated. ch to the_,_I infl ial through Hut eson
Shafresbury was certairuy uenn,
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Enlightenment in Scotland and through Diderot to ~e Enlighr~-
ment in France. However, he was also rcpresenranve: hi re-appraisal
of discursive and cultural spaces was parr of wider patterns of cultural
transformation in contemporary Britain and Europe. It was hardiyac-
cidental that Shaftesbury's contemporary, Joseph Addison, ~fined
the Spectators aims as relocating philosophy and, so, remap~Ulg ~e
cultural world, bringing «Philosophy out of Closets and Libraries,
Schools and Colleges, to dwell in Clubs and Assemblies, at Tea-
Tables, and Coffee-Houses."" As in Shaftesbury, philosophy here was
being transferred from what were represented as solirary or cloistered
environments to worldly and sociable ones. First English-speakers
and then Europeans of many nations imitated the Whig periodicals of
Addison and Steele: they produced their Own moral weeklies on the
model of the Spectator; but, more tellingly, they sought to reproduce
in their own lives the moralized dubbability represented in the works
of Addison and Steele."

Conversation, politeness, and sociability had remarkable ucc in-
filtrating a wide range of discussion in the European eighreenth cen-
tury. Among many writers, the conversational ideal was exten ivdy
reiterated. Conversation was lauded as a concrete activity, and suth
praist, did much to enhance tile elaboration of actual sites of conversa-
non.\..Howevet, conversation was also a figure of the entire civilizing
process, central to so much Enlighrenment thinkin Writers dwelled
Onthe meanings of natural human sociabiliry. HowevCf, the endorse-
ment of SOCiabilitywas more than a simple counter to theories of ego-
ISm,expressed by Thomas Hobbes Or Bernard Mandeville. It implied
an understanding of the social and cultural deVelopment of the human
mdivldual and species through communication and inreracnoo, Self

v- andsoCletywere refined and advanced through the process of conversa-
non, understood in a generously metaphOrical way." ucb socially and
rulturally produced selves were far from aloof Cartesian ubjectivities,
Even more remarkabl th .

e was e way that the convasationaJ Idealcame to shape exp' The i
. enence. e Ideal was a set of rq>rcsenrations that

"'::;~ed a lived reality. It directed the aerual elaboration of ires ofe~ ymg SOCIability·the' f .
maliz d . . ' aims 0 conversanon were recearedfv fur-e in colleeuve pro' fro I r- _
tories of human . Jeers m ocal dubs to encydopedi inven-

expenence. Indeed, this son of association bas be-
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comein recent interpretations an indicator, when not a defining at-
rribure.ofbnlighrenmenr.
The fonns and sites of such association were myriad. The coffee-

houseprovided one convenient locale because it provided an accessi-
ble,inexpensive, and fairly democratic place not just for drinking bev-
eragesbut also for consuming printed material and discussing all it
suggested. Coffeehouses also provided a place for lectures, scientific
demonstrations, concerrs, exhibits and auctions. Not all coffeehouses
were polite, nor were all activities at any coffeehouse polite, but cof-
feehousescould be characterized as places for decorous conversation
whichrefined the taste and polite capacities of those present."

At the other end of the institutional spectrum was the salon, an oc-
casionfor conversation that mer regularly at the home of a high-born
woman who, as salonnisre, exercised an ordering and clisciplinirig
function. From the seventeenth century, salons were sites for a re-
definition of the French nobility according to the value of politeness.
In the eighteenth cenrury, the French rradition of politCSJe merged
withAddisonian and Shafresburian ideas, ma1cingsalons occasions for
a rich, bracing, and edifying conversation that defined the Enlight-
enment inFrance."

Between the coffeehouse and the salon were the many kinds of as-
sociations and societies that scholars have been identifying all over
Europe: language societies, learned academies, Masonic lodges,
readingcircles, literary and all manner of other clubs. There was great
variety here, but many of these shared basic features: they sought to
combine sociability and eclification in orderly conversanon among
people from different orders of society." . .

Thus, the Enlightenment was a conversable world not Just in the: v
ory bur in culrural practice. This is what LorraUle Daston, Cited ear_
licr, means by the "sociable light" of the eIghteenth cenrory SOCla
bilirydid not mean amicability, but even antagonism was subJeaed to

. ded, d criticized wjthjri rc-
rules: "views were developed, propoun an . d. . . rrespondences clisputes, anactive contexts-e-m conversaoons) co ) "

al "c. fth Enlightenment was a
above all, reviews." The intelleau we 0 e hythm f I-.- hose r SO
great echo chamber" of reverberating OpUllon, w th 0 ked_ " enwhen eyw r
lowed "the movements of CODversaooD) ev
« • d ""acrossorne an space_
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""""Insuch a culture, conversation came to be a model for many inteIJe:-
tual practices, including natural science. While Shaftesbury and Addi-
son both regarded natural science as peripheral to po~te culture, re-
cent research suggests that scientific activity in the eighreenth cen-
tury prospered as a facet of this conversable culture. In the words .of
the editors of the recent The Sciences in Enlightened Europe, "the polite
culture of taste and conversation is the relevant COntext fur much
Enlightenment science, not the world of professionaliz:ition or insti-
tutional formation."" The polite character of eighteenth-eenrury
natural science is worth emphasizing here because science and de-
Contextua!ized scientific modes of reasoning are central targets in the
postmodern critique of the Enlightenment legacy. But historians of
science have shown that even eighteenth-century science was em-
bedded in the culture of conversation and as such was hardly fit to
leave scientism as its legacy.

From the 1970S, the notion of polite science was introduced into the
historiography to account for the social conditions of scientific produc-
tion in the eighteenth century." The expression "polite cience" was
pointedly used to distinguish it from what came later and suggested the
ways in which eighteenth-century science was ineligible as the pro-
genitorofmodernscience. The politeness of science was pan:lya matter
of the personnel of scientific investigation : eighteenth-cenrury cienee
was dominated by a gentlemanly cohorr who practiced or sponsored
sClennfic mvestigation as one feature of a more general conversable
amateur culture. The idea of polire science also helped to pecify the
settmgs andgoalsof scientific investigation -exactly the range of eon-
versablesett1ngs, diSCUSSedabove, that we now take as indicative of the
presence of Enlightenment in the eighreenth century. To an extent,
POliteness could even be used to characterize the Content of scientific
work: a SCIenceframed by a natural theology, which expressed also the
cultural Ideology ofa gentlemanly oligarchy." One can even make the
case that the effOrt to detach fro . .

din reason m COnte:tt, saence from Its sur-
~:' gs, and to arrogate it to a troop of CXj>ens, was an anti-

ghtenment prOJeer by nineteenth_century figures who fur their
ownverygnodreasons w d ,,_c.. "",
grated role it h d i th' ante to ~lld.'Stenscience from the well inre-

a in e general culture of the eighteenth century."
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""""Byemphasizing the conversational theme, I risk being cast as a de-
fenderof the Enlightenment; nevertheless, this essay does not seek to
defendthe Enlightenment by balancing the negatives in the post-
moderncnnque with a cozier characterization or by constructing an
alternative and more hopeful genealogy for modernity." If anything,
thisessay IS a defense of historical thinking against the unhistorical
propenSItyto offer treatments of the Enlighrenment in the tone of ei-
ther accusation or defense. The forensic tone arises, of course, be-
cause, in relation to the contested categoty of the Modem, the En-
lightenment is assigned a privileged status as founder, ancestor, and
legacy-leaver.
However, historians should have a rather large invesonent in for-

swearing this kit of metaphors. That is because the engagement of
professionalhistory with the past is defined by a commionent to the
notion of context-understanding things, developments, people,
writings, whatever, with respect to other things, developments,
people, writings, that are contemporary. The violation of this com-
mitment provides us with our Scarlet Letter, that grave sin called
Anachronism.The rneraphorical array including genealogy and legacy
IS an invitation to anachronism because it interprets aspects of the past
byreference to what they are alleged to have led to.
Some arguments against this approach are found in that war-horse

of the modem professional historical consciousness, The Whiff Inter-
pretationofHistory byHerbert Butterfield. Butterfield's target in this
classicbook was a kind of historical genealogist: the Whig histonan
who wants to know "to whom do we owe our liberty?" In The Whiff
Interpretation of History, Butterfield's best examples cam; from the
historiography of the Reformation, which, in Butterfield s nme and
for long afterward was depicted as a turning point on the road to
modernity with Martin Luther as a hero of individualism, .liberty,, h dasa
andeven tolerance, while the Church at Rome was c araetenze

retrogressive villain. hi t
Butterfield made rwo salient rebuttals to this approach to Sory.

f
les: ~'TheIssue

One was an insistence on thelocal nature 0 past srrugg»>- .. . th . t nth centurY was an IS-
between Protestants and Catholics in e SIX ee . fini 1ld d e are bemg de uute y
sue of their world and not of our wor u, an w
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unhistorical, we are forgetting that Protestantism and Catholicism
have both had a long history since 15'7, if we argue from a rash analogy
that the one was fighting for something like our modem world while
the other was trying to prevent its coming. "" It follows, accor~g .to
Butterfield, that one should regard Protestant and Catholics as dis-
tant and strange people." This is exactly the opposite asswnpoon of
the genealogist who is looking for familiars in the past. .

The second and more important point on which Butterfield Ill-

sisted is the reductionism of a genealogical approach that tends to ab-
stract inrlividuals, Or ideas, Or themes from a larger historical process.
He writes, "It is not by a line bur by a labyrinthine piece of network
that one would have to make the rliagram of the course by which re-
ligious liberry has come down to us, for this liberry comes by devious
tracks and is born of strange conjunctures, it represents purposes
marred perhaps more than purposes achieved, and it owes more than
we can tell to many agencies that had little to do with either religion
or liberty. We cannot tell to whom we must be grateful for thi relig-
ious liberry and there is no logic in being grateful to anybody or any-
thing except to the whole past which produced the whole present .
. . . »ss History, he concluded, is not the study of origins; rather ir is the
analysis of "all the merliations by which the past was turned into our
present.''56

Like the Reformation, the Enlighrenment was not one project bur
rather an array of projects. Modernity was central to many of meso
prOJects, ~nity was an eighteenth-century one. The la-
bors of th~,e people ,~erelocal in a setting of immense complexiry. If
one.Wants legaCIes, one has to recognize that the "legacies" of their
projects are multiple, ifnot infinite, and, at the same, these "legacies"
are StrIctly untraceable.

The fact is that many insights associated with posonodem theory
~uppon the kind of historical COnsciousness advertised in Butterfield's
atnous book. These insights have redeployed and sharpa>ed valuable
::ls of analysisfor understanding the complexity of human life, past
em h~sent ..Wlth the encouragement of PDstrnodem concerns and
me~ts the:~:~~~~ ~tudy IS tecasting its accounts." The develop-

most areas ofhistoneallIIvestigation include:
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foregroundingmultiplicity and contestation instead of unity and W1a-
numty;attending to developments at the margins as well as those at
the"cent~r,and,.beyond that, rethinking the figure of "center/mar-
gm and Its application; evaluating the claims of historical actors with
greaterskepticism, especially the suspiciously high-minded claims of
Art, Science,Philosophy, and Truth; shedding "the economic," "the
soaal,~andother claimants to be the ultimate groW1d of historical ex-
planation,and finally, insisting that the terrain for historical investi-
gation IS practice (a.k.a. culture), the point at which such categories
as"structure,""even t," "experience," "performance," and "meaning"
collide.

Finally,and most relevanr to the Enlightenment, postmodemism
hasencouraged greater diffidence about the long-term patterns. In-
deed, the skepticism about grand narratives, associated with Jcan-
FrancoisLyotard, has helped to sanction a rethinking of stories that
hadassumed acommonplace characrer. By insisting that people come
to terms with the concept of the "posrmodem," postmodemism has
problematized "the modern" and the polarities, such as archaic/mod-
ern, which have given shape to much historical storytelling. Reso-
nancesbetween past and present which were usually drowned out by
the din of "the modern" and "modernization" have become audible
agaio. It has become possible to discuss the history of the lasr three
centuries without assigning tried and true roles to the Industnal
Revolution, the French Revolution, the rising middle class, the de-
clining aristocracy, and so forth. "Watershed," "turning point," and
"point of origin" are being cast our of the metaphorical kit in favor of
new meraphors.

The irony is that, while the concept of the postmodern can be used
to free the imagination to rethink the narratives of recent centuries, It

. canalso be used to provide agrand narrative with a vengeance, a story
that violates many of the insights that are properly ass?c,ated With the
postmodem. Instead of being a story about diversity, It IS a story
about unanimity. Instead of being a story about contestation,. It ISa

. d f ring that praCtIce hasstory about a strict hegemony. Instea 0 sugges. fcul al it assumes that what ca-to be examined as the site 0 tur power, I .
. . . c ch . irtg an enure culture. Iri-

norucal writers write suffices lor araetenz
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stead of allowing for discordance in kinds of change Over time, indeed
for a multiplicity of narratives, it assumes a synchronicity of change
across the aspects of society.

In the interests of a complex vision of the eighteenth cenrury, I
have discussed the conversational ideal and its impact. However, this
essay is not intended as a contribution to an alternative genealogy to
that of the postmodem critique of scientism. This is not a sketch to-
wards a history of the rise of modern conversation or modern polite-
ness or modern publicity Ormodern science. Is antiquarianism the al-
ternative to genealogy? I think not. The features discussed are suffi-
ciently different from those in our society that they are genuinely for-
eign. At the same time, they seem to be recognizable: they have a
resonance with some ofthe predicaments in which we find ourselves.
Resonance seems a more persuasive metaphor than genealogy for
comprehending our relation to this past. As Quentin Skinner has
pointed out, history helps us assess the present not JUStby showing
the origins of current ideas and practices but also by indicating aban-
doned Ideas and practices-the many routes not taken." Anyone
(whether pOstmodernist Or not) who senses that conversation and
dialogue may contribute to the prospect of Social, political, and cul-
tural renewal may gain sometlling from reflecting On the Enlighten-
ment as an age of conversation, which provides historical testimony
to both the limits and possibilities of a conversational model.
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